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INTRODUCTION TO CURRICUIU14

In ,view of accelerated depletion of "conventional" energy sources,

there is a need to educate our society in the use and conservation of
. -

these dwindling reserves. Not only will our present lifestyles be

affected, but also those of future generations. Therefore, there is a

concomitant need for development and implementation of alternative energy

sources, primarily of solar energy.

Since students now in elementary schools will be the sector of the-

world's population most directly affected by problems of energy,-deple-

ion, is appropriate immediately to provide them with programs dealing

with concepts of solar energy. This project, then, aims to educate child-

rein grades kindergarten through six toward two major goals: an

appreciation of the need fOr energy conservation, and 2) an understand-

ing of the potential of the sun as a-suitable alternative energy resource.

The lessons, demonstration experiments % and evaluation strategies

for this program in solar energy were developed through a systems model

of curriculum -design. An -Anterdisciplinary team of subject matter

specialists, andreachiri shared expertise. at, approprlate points in the

\process. A11 participants sYliF-1Trt-tri--m-th

-d

Identifying-a structure of the discipline of solar energy.

ting goals for learners.

Tufning goals into behavioral Objectives.

Generating appropriate lessons.

Deciding-upon-eValUation-.

r
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Identifying =a structure- of he discipline =of solar enex

`'Since there' era no established cohesive elementary school curricular

pieces for concepts of solar energy, the develOpment team had no fixed

model of exactly which content areas were to be included. While some

existing science materials addressed4the'energy cri5is in part, none

moved directly from that point into the need for solar energy. it was

necessary, therefore to create a "structure of the discipline model of

solikr energy,. incorporating essentially a content map of what the lessons -'

would include. This model describes both the necessary background under-,

standings (i.re. the requisite areas= of the sun and of energy) , the basic

content areas, and so 'of he related.socio-economic issues (Figure 3)

Using the model-_r zonten map, the subject matter, ex-Per

the educational curriculum and teacher expe

trained

n fundamental ideas of

.',solar energy. They presented a history of the use of .the sun as an

energy source, early solar devices,,and.possibiiitieS for filture use.
.4

With =such a background, t e team was ready for the next step in the

cre

The sub-ject matter experts received training in proper stazing.of goals

using -work. of-BloOt (1956) =Gronlund (1972), and Mater (1967). Basing

cess;TestablislAng goals.

writirt oals-Jar.students-., Unlike the previous task of,

pt a structure, goal writing was-not new to the education experts.

their work on the assumption that the structure_al_the_disoipline of solar ____

evergy-WaS:rep __sentaEiye-of the concepts. needed 'to learnithe

eg.-the sun. -gablete _nerated goal statemen from each category

(Goal Statements) illustrates how- the process reflects he concept- ate

gory, Ma kedby ettb and how goals from that category are labelled



Table 1. Goal Statements

A 1. Students grow, in their ability to apply the scientific
method.

The' tudents.underStand that the sun is essential to all
life on earth,
The students learn the-physical properties df the sun.
The students learn the astronomical relationships of the.sun
to the earth.
The students learn that 911 of our-sources of energy on
earth are traceable to the sun.

1. The students learn to recognize various forms of energy.
The students evolve a concept of "energy."

3. -_The students understand the difference between renewable and
non-renewable energy sources. (Clean/renewable is desirable

and environmentally sound.)
The stude ts learn hbout energy measurements.

5 The studen s understand how the'presedt "energy crisis" is a
0

crisis in t e way we use energy.
The students know, about alternative energy so gees.

7. The students derstand, energy conservation.

The students understand-the basic problems'involved ins
utilizing solar energy.

students learn some of thd ways of using solar energy;
(Ease Ive/action-Direct/Indirect) (Matrix)
The students understand some of the technical problems
involved in utilizing solar energy: Collection (and non-
collection-passive).conversion, utilization, storage'.-

That ihd students will.be able.--to recognize how political
.--issues_affect -solar energy technology.

? Thix the stUdents will understand how economic
ola ener
That the students will understand the environmental impact
of solar energy.
Thlt the stddents T411_understand the.sociolo gical'con-
straints on usines4lar energy.
That lle'Students wl. dnderstand
straints on using solar energy.

issues affect

-2;
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b \ - --, .
itn !pnit S Again writin g in teams ,. ssons=

satementof cle objective available, iitin
----

- - --- ---jt

s n Fre ly theant1deve1opin--a- wotksheeta--= --= - -

riiseevice fT the learnrs Lessons retain their cqdesietrers-=-for--=-=------

-brrof contentand numbers fot independent lessonf in that area. --

52Deciding upon Evaluation Theculminatiori of this systens

dvelopment was to provide the 1teachër someassess-
r - -

entcool4Consequently each lesson recommends anapopri.are criterion

students in eayl ra'a3s care:-- --- ---- --
*'-4 --'- -.

aStntaknJ to provideevaluatirn schemes hich are not 1predicated------t-- -,-
thpónth abilityto read, .g toindicate by coloring awor-ksheet .(m
- - - - --

- --
_4_, - 1__ -

elet&that the sttdent ha'read" a thàrmometer orrectiy si-
-f:- 4L-4 -': L =---- ----------=- --'---

ltiy' these lessons -allowfor. continuouS progress . Forexample;-ifa.
-

kindergartniIaiUüiiiters all of the' "C" (energy) lessons for kindergarten
/ -' \

---'- -- -

ieve1t1iicán,move -direc3.yTto t hefirst gradelessopsncacegor
i- ---i.

-Grade-level labels gre ot intendedto be
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rest-rict±ve
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THE SCIENTIFIC METHOD

work ", or

SCIENTIFIC
METHOD

n have ae askea selve questions like "How doe: that

is it doing that?" or even "Why do- you feel that way"

- - .

thing to ask these questions , ',but thing to

a uaXly try and 'answer them. This thing -we call 'The

,

is_just a-logical -procedure that ore can .employ to find

tiohs' asked, in-,an orderly repeatable manner.

Aro% have

-- scientit a me

method is bas

a trained scientist o.r.

answe

Method"

s to ques-

shiaeua cyhaa "the

.

,

hod"? The answer is emphatically .n6. The sc ent
., . .

call Y an ,approach for _Jobservtrig end thinkiong abou
. .

_ .

.much the "same as fdflo ing W recipe f6 r baking, a ake :In this

things:,

case
t

-inste coming `ot t with a chocolate layer masterpiewe, one comes out

more- knowledge about how things 'work in nature or in Many cases,

the way p_eOple do things.

-
n baking a..cake there are certain- ieems' or tools one works with,'

such as Measuring the .cup.- a = cookbook, tie er-3---14EIFF717.--
,-.1-4----- .

When .working wi'th the scientific method, we have some 'similar tools-
--. . ,- . -

ey May nut -be toolsyou can hold ins y_our hand, but in this Case, they'

y,.are words or ;methods that are-used. Let's look at some of thee -
.

.. =
s___

-,=-

if a e- a sample problem and apply the -scientific method The
.

., _

ingwa:.must_ have problem: This problem may be- a question-
.

__

om rii-ps S, us -SbMething we Arellodking at and thinkin
1

- ._ .
. ,

a s nc e =mains.. that can have just tome from a,
_ .

a rt -a arided:-at--?a -strange- .location- and, -we-- 4nd- nn a



table a ztrange looking device. (See the picture at the right).

We notice this device'has adMething like.a shaft handle on

it, about six to seven inches long, and on 'the end of the

handle are three sharp pointed prongs sticking out. TheThques-

tion is 'what' is this strange lookirig item?

. Now, we use our nett a'"hypothesis." What' is a hypothe-

sis? A'hypothOsis is just the initial conclusion we may come to by looking

at he item and thinking about it. ft Can handle the device, push our

fingers on the and, observe 'in any way that we wish,'and based on our

thoughts about it, and our initial observations,, we can come up with one

o several hypotheses about what we might- dse.this trange item tor. After.'

observing it, we have come with two possible hypotheses:

It,tay be some kind of comb to. use on your heath

may be some ite.for spearing things. (We thought about

the o sibility of it, being a back scratcher, but very-quickly

we decided the handle was too short for' this use and_el m-

mated this possibility.

he question is how-do we determine which one of these

---
hypotheses might be the e-Courect one? To accgimplisa--t-hts- we haVE an

rime procedure" investigate in a logical manner-the use of,

iS deve
--/

rrelation to-the first hvpoti esis, the" ida

cue kIn of -acOmh, we will d the-following experiments'. will

-7---we cot-

Ei° Y -Ode nay even enlist, the-aid of-someone with a heavy_musteche:___.

-1,t_this"davice_will4-vOrk_ii-C-the:p-roceas,of,cOmbingthe_-_, arr

our head; 2) We will see how-easily-we can hold the device when

e-- apposite side-of our head from the hand we.are'holding this

=de at will=he-one,set\of-,experime__ e-will,do.anotherr= ,
_-.,.- _._ 1, -,, -_-_ ------

,...,--, _.



11

set if experime...ts using-this'strange device to tryrdretrieve items.

w11,1 do ,...xperimencs such as 1) Trying to stick this device into--a piece

wood -,'e will tie a string on the shaft parc_and try throwing the

device Like a harpoon, and lastly, 3) We will hold the device in our hand

and try using --on_sorr'materials such as.a.piece of meat or-small items,

of _food on a pfAde.

Now-we retire to our scientificlabotatory to carry out these experi-
.

'bents. Without- -goirie4.nto great detail, we will tell you the results that

were obtained. In relation .,to the first set of experiments, we found that

-the sharp poincs.of this strange device scratched our head; we found that

the device was difficult to hold-when we tried to comb the other side of.
_

our headi and lastly, we foondwhen attempting to comb a mustache, this

strange device would get caught in our nostrils and cause excruciating

pain. In relation to the second set of experiMents, it was found that

the strange devce was very difficult to poke into a' piece of wood; when

we threw the device, it did not go through the air well or stick into

things-very -well.;_however, .we tool for eating
.

.
meat-or- ef-items off the plate. Therefore, based on these exeri-

mental programs, and comparing the results with= our hypothesis, we deter-,

mine this device is-best suited to be used to skewer small pieces of food

-and to be used as an_ aid in eating. We have dedided to Call the device

a "spoon"; (Even in the best-scientific investigations, many times we

make- some small error in judgeMent).

Let 'us stop for a'mtiment-and review thLpoints we have-tried-to-"-
= =

_
v

-Emake.-__The scientifict.method is'sitply a waY_of looking at nature;_a -=:-- '.-- --_

.. _ -..,

-.1-.03.-cal-stepby,_,,.a-tep_ approach to try _and lunderstand a_ little_ better- the
_ -- -- --:.----J--?-r-_,I

-,--7,7-Vf:'- ,, --,-, .-.,-= =, - 2 2- -_. : _ ----C-If,
-2 -_,,21 . .--,p ..___, _ ,- . s_ - _

'%, r2_17-L l'

MWIWO,Ig 0411:51= 11__

_ .

xr1-11L-41,,,



THE PPEC METHOD

To use the scientific method, we generally will do the ollo ing

- sequence of operations:

a fi e the problem.,

some thought, reading, talking to peoples, or any other

n we will determine a ,hod of preliminary investigat

gue

number---uf-p-osaibIe-hypothese _or_nredictions that could be'-

che solution to our problem-

We will invent an exper ment or series experiments that

will enable us to either prove or disprove our hypothesis

We will dompare the results of our expe
f,

initial hypothesis and make conclusions about the solution

ent with ou

our problem.'

----SMWiEime -the results of perimencs may be incon-

clusive and we will have to go back to step (2) and start

again,

n the die of-the scient-i-fic-method -in___t_he_Arimetv_arade level, we

no ally work with one hypOthes The students wild be required to

they will then make a. prediction ort d4ermine what the problem

wh t hey, think the outcome will be, i e., they will determine their

.own esis, they -obse e what happens experiment, c pare whatthey
, .

he ns their .prediction see if they were-right .or- ong'con7'

=clua ons You use the scientific method ih dealing with people also.

1,(014,- an.th nk about what ,people do and what they say and hypothesize.--under
_

MS aP ti h may-hedesCribed by its-parta,-E e.Ythe PPEC yStem
- ,

ur n - Proh ediction.J_Experiment:and onc usions



what-conditions they might do or saysomethin_ YOu an then put

together a little q,uestionnaire or a small lit_ skit and see hat the

students do. This 11 be the soi echo& applied to social prob.-

lems rather than physical science problems. Enjoy using the.soientiri

hod.
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OVERVIEW

This lesson, gives the students ey sure to the scienEific method.

SCIENTIFIC METHOD

Unit K,(Approximate Grade Level K)

q_
(FTedi ,nerving and drawing ,conclusions) by having them part

pate in -a -float" experiment which-re4uires_its utIlization.- Through

( I) guessing which objects

hich did sink and which did

and which caill sink, (7) watchiu

float, and then (3) whiChAinda of

things usually float, and what-kinds of things usually sink.

EARNING OBJECTIVE--

dergarte atudents will-demonstrate an awar-ent.

ethod watching and decidina through participation-in a

nk-float experimenc as measured o a hehaviara

teacher.

checklist by the

:cerned

knowledge,%evaluation is done by.observation of "engaged" behavio

_
Successfully meet this objective, ,.-a-studerit7.mAio-demonstrate--"participa_.-

The-enclosed observation sheet

the:,teacher_a tool-far-these observations

Figure9 gives

.containers__ hold



VOCABL,

, a.t, experiment

EXTr SION EXERCISES

The Class can engage in any Wither kind of exilement- WhiCh'

ill allow them to utilize th scientific method:

kinds Of things would fly best. etc.)

.The class could move on t.n__Les

(1g. what

p1y -thi-a-sicientif lc

methbUth -the plant- experiment .
7 =,

LESSON P

phis sson Yill-work best if -e h -to-directly

manipUlate the items involved in the experiment rather than merely

-.-
being an observer. is best. set up the clqssroom such that

. c--
. ,

\

container water and a set of objectsevery- 2 -4 stUdents have a

work with.

Introduce the lesson a. 'a problem-. . "We wan

when things will float and when

to Lure out

ill sink-;"

(This may need a demonstratio sinking and floatin

r

the_class suggeat_some-rules for when things-will: float/sink.

groUP-art -bjecti two -arbUps=

sat&it -theY-_think' will_ flbalt- and thOse that they think:wit

ave> a cn grou

g vgn



V can design a, worksheet which will them toNrecord their

results /otherwise have them make a pile of "sinkers" aria pile of

"floaters."

Talk about what aas done: include the following points:

We were scientists we did- experiments.

An experiment is a test where. yoU:

a. Guess what will happen

b. "Watch what doei happen, and

Decide if you were corredt in your first .guess.-

NGTE: It is- also to have the studen --perform the

experiment coMparing mecal to wd"o In other words: (a) Guess

if metal will float. &less if wood will float. (b) Test,metal

objects and test wood object and (c) decide i you were correct
- _

s,

in your first guesses-,_

See the Instructional Bulletin of L.A. Unified School District
r

C 483-2978, _Floating and Sinking Things" for -- expansion of this lesson
_

activity sheets-

See "Clayboats"-produced by-the Workshop-for Learning-Things,

ere



SCIENTIFIC METHOD

Unit A (Approxiinate Grade Level
-=-

OVERVIEW

-This lesson- is designyi

understanding of the scientific

allow the students to reinforce their

ethod through apiplication of the scien-

tific method to an experiment. Rather than creating an additional lesson,

we will utilize the experiment in lesson B1 which demonStra-Ms. rhe-

importance of sunlight to plant development., As the lesson is prsented

and the xpeDiment_ pe o e ,_the_teac

the scientific method

-LEARNING _OBJECTIVE

sho enp asize-the -steps

The-le n .'will-app the scientific method. (Guessing, .t.tcl&-lin

7 aftd, Drawin onclusions) through:. making a pictograph and written-tjord.
- - , --- --

,1-retort a-right and plan texpe riment.

__E_VALUATION \\

. _ .

Enclosed\with the ma prials

worksheet (Figure \L-17-2)

lesson BT is a x

for ,writing up this ex.Vella

sentatiVI

tudent _to- (1)- "draw icture and describe in words, ghat they think w 1

_ to ,draw a ure-and_-describe in-words what they see hap en=
7

and{ (3),,Istate,yesior- p_whether their predictipn was-_comett:_
--

--=
is-Wo kshie elat*e_'-to_ linguistic faciIi

..71'

s -c-,t, 44, -,"

A_



The class

Idoesn'

asked:

LESSQN PLAN

"What do you think will happen if a plant

Review the scientific method. (GCESS ING /WATCHING /DECIDIG

How Would.a scietis decide if our guess ahoy

sunli-ght is cor-rect? He /s

=he plan_ needing

could set up an experiment.

Pass out the. lab eport workiheers 'and,define-the-

We will cover several of the leaves on this plant with tin-

t no-sunlight

i I need \to watch every day,

to 9 w eksIbefo e you have significant 'resul

s 6 records of the results

awhile, may take

Record the e. eriment_on the worksheets- Figure" A- Additiona_

copy of figure is iiantained in the .pplications Section_

7. 31:7u7 that you\ have si ifl,cant esnl ecordithe

toad gions...



RECORD SHEET

NAM

THE PROBLE

2. YOUR PREDI ION (YOUR GUESS)

BSERVATION
<WHAT HAPPENED



SCIENTIFIC Z.TTI-1013

Unit A
II

at.(ApproximeGrade

OVERVIEW

el 4

Working with a deck of cards hich describe the steps in the scien-
'

iC method, students will come to understand that there is abasic

sequence to the steps involved inperforming an experiment. -These_cards

define the process both with -words and pictures as: The proble, the

diction, the on, and the drawing of conclusions-

L RNING -OBJECTIVE .

:Students will demo strate comprehension of the scientific method

through correct manipulation card deck-Which contains the sequential

is involved is doing an experiment as obiAFved and recorded by the

teacher.

tzfailed

,S"peclal-deck

-in Appendix A.



EXTENSION EXERCISES

Have the students design their

ictures (cartoons) o the various teps-draw

Pox tints, have them

involved: (The proble the p-rediction, the observation and

the conclusion). If you want, it could be. an experiment on

moor- someplace else exciting;
a

LESSON P

Pass our the ps- laining the caredeck=

have the studenti-cut out the decks.

Ask.-the::studen re,guesk what the deck t pnesentk. Establish

gure A1,3b),. and

that-these are. the steps in doing an experiment, Rave them (eithe:

-individually o rin ArOu ate_-ps__) _p dthe -rds--o -what the

f#el is the "right ordeF-of steps" to perform anexpe riment .

NOTE:

(ping

y need

through may include:

g, these big w

throZighL-the cards With the las. '-This

reading big words, (2) ran

.i.e. predicting = guess etc. and (3)`

explaining just what is involved in each step.
_!

Share ti.1-answers of the_various groups, and then construe
..

correct crtdEr on the board.

= ;

Takean-_exper

ent-B

armed, (e.g. the .plan

deicib

me -be% de: a w tints
_
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OVERVIEW

ENERGY AND IFE

Unit` B, (A0proximate [or rade Level 4K)

Through a combination

sion, and singing a mod

acting \things out-, class discus-I

led version . "'Old. Farm" the

e Sun s essential for lifestudents will gain an understanding that t

du earth.

LEARNINd 08SECTIVE

Kindergarten students 1 demonstrate an awareness that the sun:
.

essential life through participation, in a_ series. of clast activitiesties

as measured rby the - teacher a behavioral ,chpeck list.

:EVALUATION

Because this objec lye is concerned ' areness" and no

ledgei,:evaluatIon -is done by observarian ''engaged'' behavior. To

succassfuLly -meet:- this objective, -a .stud must Idemanstra "pan icipa-

tion n his' experiment.. The enolos d obervation he,et gives the
I

teacher-a 1, for these obse

-MATERiALS

C_ UL_ Y--

aMiYar fleshi,ighr

armth

"1QN EXERCISES

tio

_

ht ,-dark,=Energy

2,



LESSON PLAN

Ae student is asked.to play the sun. Wshe stands on cha

table h a light.- E'Veryone.else is asked to play,people who are

asleeo.. Turn out- tights in the classroom. Have the student

who\is'the sun point his/her light on the'ocher-students who "wake-

Up" and begin their day when the light is shining on then, and who

o back to when the,iight leaves

tfave other kale play the sun.

'3 Switchthe g ass to playing stocks of

/little' every t__

corn or wheat, etc.

e the is sunlight, hut' have

when there ia no sunlight.

Play_ lcdrn is growing" game like red -roverr- See who can be thegrowing "" _

cornstock to grow-up when the light is shining,- A child

can- grow Only when the light is shining-On him/her. If he /she is

ight roving wathout suplIght---,halsha has go:back to.ba

how sunligh_-

e'ai warm

see

dents gro

"Oid-M-a-6on ld"-and-have.tlie class-act it out.



Here is the text :.

' hortA)

d Maadnald'haa e. fa

eee iii eee iul 0000,

And om-his farm there was sunshine everyday

.eee-iii eee iii 000p,

The sun shone on sore happy pigs,

gee- ill eee

th an oink ,oink here and an qin , oink there,-

eee iii eee iil o0oo,.-

;Cho u.e)

With'a ha-ha=boo-breiand-a-ha 'ha moo

eee iii eee iii Oboe,'

-(Chorus)--



The sun shone on some flowingicreeks,

eee iii eee iii 0000,

a gurgle, gurgle here-and a urgl.e, gurgle there,

eee iii eee iii °ono,-

The. Suneho w on some squeeky squirrels

eee iii-eee iii ()atm,

ith a squeek,' equeell here and squeek squeek there,

eee iii eee 000,-

(Chorus

,The son can go on using additional clucking chickens, quacking

ducks, and any number of other barnyard animals and sounds you may think

,:after the song, 'discuss with the

thing's grow,\both things that grog

and him we,could-nOt live withoili

SPECIAL N_QTE_

tudents how the sun makes

in the ground and-animals;

sonl,addition to the son the teacher can .call the students at ten-

tion thingS in the class- that need the sun such any plants animal,

-
stuaents tnat may be an the ass. The students could be taken On a

short walk outside to further look for things sun_td, live

:and groW-;---



OVERVIEW

Unit

ENERGY AND LIFE

(Approximate Grad- _evel 01),

This. lesson alMws-the etude s to apply the scientific method' to

n experiment which demonstrates hOw the-sun is essential to green plant_

one

th. The -less will fill out "lab -reports" pan an experiment in which

its receV-leaf of a green plant is coVered with tinfoil opreven

sunlight. Thrdugha comb nation.of words and, p ictures, each-student w 11'

record his/her predictions, observations and' conclusions (FigUre

LEARNING OBJECTIVE

First grade students .11-demons-trate a knowledge-that-the sun is.

essential to plant life .through participation-in-a plant-leaf experiment

which will-be observed through their completion of a "labreport_.'

EVALUATION

As we have noted in lesson A

of two objectives= in mastery pi
\'

knowledge that the s essenti4 for green-plant g owth; Both of these

this lesson serves as the completion

the,scientif.ic method, and (2) a

objective-
.

ill be-evaluated through the iab-report sheet. -To-meet.-meet.

jective A-_,'the-conclusion statement u be that "Plants _need sunliiht-.-.
I.:. -__

SPECIAL MATERIALS

green plant

Aluminumfoil
r-

Labreport Worksheets

11LA

entist, ,ob

.74

experiment, _conclude-
r-- _ .-_ ,...=

;



EXTE ISION EXERCISES

The classcould:seehow plants grow ands light

put ingcolored ceildonaneoVer the end df a. cardboard box,

and growing the plant in the box.

The class is ekes s

'doesn't get, sunligh

-LESSON PLAN-

"What do ;you chink will happen if a plant

Review' he .scientirc method. (GUESSING!WATCHING/DECIDING)

How would a scientist decide if. our guess about the plant needing

sunlight is correct. He/she would set up an experiment.

Pass out be lab-report worksheets and define' he expe iment

A-2).

We will, cover several of' the. leaves on .this plant witih in-
..

foil so that they can get no sunlight.

will deed to watch' it every d mayt_take

up to weeks before you have significant results-

We will need to make records o_ the: resu

ecord the experiment on the worksheets.

-Observe theplant

e ht7yiS-U7*have inificant
-OnClasitine

- -

ults/reco d_ the



Unit

VIEW

-ENERGrAND'LIFE

III (Approximate Grade Level 42)

In lesson, B
I

the students b etved a plant-legf experiment and

recorded the data on a simpleworksheet,

will repeat that lesson with two

.experiMenf for themselves, and

not jUst 'one leaf.

G OBJECTIVE

:hanges:

this lesson, the. student's

They will perform the

they will cover the whole plant and

Sec nd7grade students will demonstrate knAwIedge of the sun's

essential east ons44 plant life, through !partici=pation

-light-- erithett:whi h mee.s4e&:by their_ cOmpletio

_

worksheet lab-repo

EVALUATION

As,we.have noted in lesson A1I, this lesson serves as the completion

of two objectiv (1) in mastery of the scientific method and

.

owledge that the sun is essential for reen -plant growth. Both, of these

: -objectives will-be evalUated'throughthe.lahreport_work sheet. To-meet
-..

.- - --,- _ ,-_-_-

---- __ . --- _--:

objective the-conclusion- statement,must -be-that 'TlePts needsunli h.:

---,_____,_,______ :,-___ ----II ,

-1
.- ---'*--7

MATEAIALS

6-small- houseplants

a dark rook or cardboard boxes

-rksheett

, :ate



VOCABULARY

Scien ediction, experiment, obse Jation,,conclusion,sun,

solar, photosynthesis, research_

EXTENSION ERCISE

Students can see if = plants 'needy lots of light, by

giiiing the plants a single colored light source either by

putting them in closet with; a colt bulb, or owing

them 'in: a box with colored cellophane,

SON 'PLAN

If possible, review the class! x erience wit

year's plant-leaf. experiment}

Review the scientific method see A

ntroduce

n which will let us see i all plants need sun

way le the ass help design the experiment.

ght .in the same

The basic design should be as folio

A team of. students will, be responsible for eac plant,

aced- in -the dark (el!ther in'a_
-

Abinet-L=arunderaa-rdbaa-11-bhx).

,regulgt1

ess-Zof:_th



The -lass should use the lab- nd. fill out their predictiOns

for this experiment. (Most people will predict that the plant will

.die and wither;-actually it

white.)

f probably get taller and grow very

When you have Monitored the experiment, compare' the results. Do

different kinds of plants and how they react differently.

Discuss photosynrhesis;._our plants turn sunlight and :0, plus

TES

The research teams should- .daily obser

.

eis the possible danger of eventually killing-the entire plant

heir plant co see how,- is

too long. a period unobserved. It shold be.

be noted that'some plants have a much better ability to survive in dark-

e. the difference b' rween outdoor and indoor Plants

eve room to add plants later.



ENER_ AND LIFE-

Unit BI II
(Approximate Grade 'Level :;13)-

VERVIEW

The-a.tudentk are shown how the =sun's energy may be used directly or

indirectly in re1,-a-flOn to maintaining:Iife an earth. A special set of

cards are utilized that w ll.allow the students to date ine either that

llustrates a direct,use-of' sunlight or an indirect Use.the card

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

Third grade'itudents will demonstrate knowledge of the essential

relationship of the sun to all life forms on*earth and demonstratalcnow-

ledge of the difference between direct use of the sun and indirect use

the solar eherg ehru accurate card sort between direct and indirect

dependence as recorded on a teeche chetkll

EVAI.OATIaN

The-teacher simply Observe and record the number students

Film' _ "Life Depends-On-Sunahine -

ener-- r_ heitOSYnthelia

B-

-F-



Start' ith the que

morning?" When.

/their sun i

LESSON ,PLAN

"Who had any sun breakfast this

manna answers I did establish what they ate

(In which --kinds of foods)

Show the ip "LIFE DEPE S ON S SH

Giv'e every student Fsi x cards (blank).

aw his cards

sun; to

the board, And trace an energy chain= The

to an insect, to .a bird, to. an animal, ,etc.

Have every student create t ir_ energy chain and draw it on tie

oards47._._

chain in order

8. 'Reverse the rues sp E a whoever takes ener

. their=Have the- -students- dart_ the -Cards nth-2 pilesIthose-Whii4h-et-
, =`,5 5 - 5

energy'dire the surr,- and those which get it indirectly.

ginal quest --Ehevz-sun---fotbre a



OVERVIEW

As a clas

/

THE SUN, EARTH AND WEATHER

Unit , (Approximate Grade Lave

_OM

_make a small hoc air

ther group ex0erime

water can take 3 for

how water evaporat

can contain moreair

kGOBJECTIVES

tudents will

demons at ion '9 a P perimenr the studen to

balloon to studs' how warm air will r

s. or demonstra_ -us, the

gaseous, li uid

and can bejAacIL to

porstir in v

e introduced

eather pn .earth- Udents

0

a e

toting at direc't o 1 e a

studen will be sho the co ep

rce behind the wind pate rns ort the

duced rat the "concept that the can

se... Then in
. . _

udents will. fee how

and solid. ,They

A.'
condense, illustrating

form than can cool a

at warm

asic,concepts that determine

e-emphasized the concep

o 'change t

of how

EVALUATION.

energy per .unit area;

arm /ai

arth) and

oncain oi

rismo (the driiiirig

tudents will be

ure.

The Stu_ ULT Vt147-dtmatigt- at a_ knowledge :of----tth

air will -rise and-t atiwarm al

that a_

cant contain more Moist e` in a vapo

dents wily demonstrate'an nderStanding.

Moire 1:direLtly:on`lasurface more inre



SPEC A MATERIALS

= Como' ice cube'

large las

amall. sauce pan

ht bulb of .a eat lamp in a socket.

that the light bulb 'may) be clipped

;areal plastic bag- such. as.

Solid, ;'Vapor, Evapore:te, Condense"

t cher shotild ow and use iniorma on aired, in -

i,

- ,
t e- ey tact ;/cue -earth r s .tile on the amouht energy tlu x (that is

- . . ..
energy per _unit area) that is redaiVed on earth, The teacher will p6se

1

the question ythe studenta " i. it _that the_ reg ens a and thethe
.

.

.. ,equator continually 'get hotter and' hotter- and -those t the pe a e

colder. 4%1 colder _(Heat ten.erg,;, is transierr-ed b een e les and

t e eqn,aturial regions thr ugh :wind. Motion and ace current he
_ , _ . . _rid circulations pattern if rom the. equatorial regio to . the, 'Niles, __

i --.' -1 --
.

iveln-,byt-hetwarfaeri:rmoisture-laden. air in the;,.equ o a region
. _

_ -
-.,

e d-',ai e-poi orris_re o s T i = dirdUlatiOn--
-.-,, ..=f, - --:,..

1_ o. moves _water v,apo the e a ria _regions, o towards
----:--,,--_-7-1--,-

6 --fa -eMpllaSige in _an:.,,s. _c
-.4 ' ---i-,p---,,

eS67-1-4 oil 34-ia
-,711!SLVT



4
rises. The teacher may.auggest that the'class conduct an-experimenc'

with a rsall ! °ct air balloon CO prove this t V (In the class?

doom the air at the ceiling is. warmer that that at the floor

ACTIVITIES

furChet enhan__ the concept of, energy being spread

over areas when 'it does not Come directly normal to the strtate, the

-following ©pt of ai. demonstretions can be 'carried out.-

717-.4111-

ach P ho e back oaf a the- with a'-he

p screwed.

elm hp lamp, directly outward in horizontal line.

7Turn On the lamp.

Have students put their hand aPprOximately 34to tt from the.

la_p with their'harids at..right angle's to e low

the and then llting their hands away.

'etave the 'students observe when their hand! is the rmer,

receiving the most heat energy i Thit should occur when their

- .

hand is perpe dicular. to the lines iof rays coming rom

lamp.

kra. Air is Less, Dense Than Cool Air_and Therefore Rises

_

dTake a beVerage can opener, ke- and on tehen p
4 - -

the-canthat- has not been opened, punch a-Series-ohholed

17- _

;along the side walls h container (See'F u e

Attath-Several-pape plIps-are und:f.the-:ORen-snd.

bag eaninW-bag,'With-4nd, rt-

as
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PA H OF LIGHT
FLASHLIGHT
MOVEMENT

WINDOW CUTOUT

-7F17 --Hav the student fobserve that light-will shine

HIGHEST POINT FLASHLIGHT
RAISED TO

wind

but do not of

thie morning hours -before noon time to heat the home,

lunch' (The indow facing east will` not;: see .the

n the afternoon.)

Rotate- t _s on the 'eat again

Note now _Oat the- househave the- sun pet- on .ise =and set the' sun.

afte (Because the vapor

content of the _atmosphere iS -greater in the morning hoUrs, the
I

afternoon sunlight is usually more. intense than__ thP ornitig -light.

Theretore; for heating purposes ,- -the west windows will be somewhat

effective--than-TheThast ones.)

So far, have di -cussed' the problem bf heati

use passive th to p au-r--- homes and -buildings cool ? -m4

_

Rave_ thC students rethink the experiments they, have already dbne

tandpo t,,Of..keeping the lioueir cooler. No

a house _.Lo _heat

°Me by leit:1-t,

_

-they_ can .allow



ght not; be so bad sin

1

e ad outsidethe cemperac\pre in
i

summer _hen in- fainter for many parts of the -_ountry---

difference be Jeen

s probably

16, Heat inputs t the house will be through east windows in the
1

morning hours and through west windo si in the a ternoon period.

)

i

17. Pose the question, Show an we stop some of the light from

getting hto th\ house via thepastor west `windo The
I

discussion may stimulated b- askin about draw n shades or

drapes. Show the students the piece jof aluminum foil. This can

be-used

again., to illustrate rhis,-,---shine Ellie flashlight into che foil

placsa\in the window u outLandpbsrrve hoW the ligh is-r tlected.

Windaws can be specially rested wi:th so chat they act like a p

to=refle__ light tha shines/

tial mirror to eflect some

/modern buildings are bui tiwi

nto the window back out

f the :sunlight. thai'shine- Many

windows of this'type.

---Have a student hold upright a pnci1 in f--n of- the

1
I

like a thin. pole\ Just outside the window. -Have the sun

windo

set:- How much light did the pencil keep out

Very ttfe.

Now have a student out a

piece I.paper the would be

about the right size for
-

a-

ee -for our house-box, and

anert-tbe-Pencil through
rte- L

ee trunk.

PENCIL

_



10 Have the student now hold th in front of the window. ind

at the experiment. The tree will do agood job of shading

.rhe window from the Sun. This illustrates the use of dicidueous

es will shade, but in winter the

leaves fall off.and allpw the major io:' of the sunlight to

trees. :Juri g summer he

shine into the house.

h the window of the house

person put the flashlight at the,aate

south, have the sun

roximace summer noon

position used in the previous exper.iffents. Take another smaller

piece of flat ardboard, and

slowly slide it over the, Qp

of the houSe.-box as an-a-

or overhang until the Su

noon sun is just shaded

the windo-

ing

SUMMER HOOP'
POSITION

N

holding the overhang stea 'dy, have the Un 'pe-person place the

flashlight to winter noon=. The light should again shine into

the Nindow; This illustrates that if an-4verhang or 4- ing is

n shade the southern window from the sum=

sunlight shine in to warm the house.

1 illustrate the concept o



thin

_readbox oven using the techniques of Lesson Fv. Put

except a thermometer. Put the plastic wrap over

t and put in the sun in such a manner that you can still see

the thermos ter. After the temoerat _ rises to JNYF, take

the food keeper out of the sun, but DO NOT open

it takes to drop back. down to room temperature.

A

Now repeat the experiment, gut instead

put in a black painted bottle full of water. Again, put on the

Note the time

an empty food keeper,

plastic wrap and place the thermometer in.it so you can observe

temperature. Put it but in the_sun. It will takelonger now,

but again, wait until the internaltemperature is over. lOO'F..

Remove. it from the'sU- hOut pening it, observe the time it

takes for the interior CO drop back down to room temperature.

It should take longer to cool, just as it took longer to heat.

Heat energy has been stored in the bottle or water. After phe

food keeper was taken from the sunlight, this stored heat energy

kept the interior wain. This is .imilar what happens in your

hothe. The-conCrete slab or lindation.that the house is built

e walls, turn
. -

cure, etc. all heat up during the day and tend

for a while longer awhile .night. Many -solar
.

- _

ill build nto theft' house ma -ive walls and floors,

-.?tnut-44rge-cont-Ainert water in the wall to p ovide extra



SUN
AND

- LIGHT



AS A RESOURCE

AND
LIGHT

Cna of he problems in the use of solar-_energy is that it is not

a Constant resource. The amount of solar radiation reaching a artic-

ular area on-earth depends upon the time of the year, the location on

earth and the local weather Eonditions. The illustration below shows-

the geometric relationship between the sun and the .earth. The earth

revolVes about the sun in.(a nearly circular) an elliptic orbit. In

the Northern Hemisphere the sun is closest to the earth during the -n-

The question which aiises
9the sumer. t, This question.

the earth is tilted to the orbit plane

by about 23 degrees Referring to Figure C-1, it may be observed that

as the .earth goes about in its orbit, the solar position in relation

to the equator= changes as a function

sun ap_p_sersdirex.ti,

north of the equator

the season. ._In -winter, the

e equator, and

n thea result,

a longer period of time in the . r r harp Hemisphere during:. the sumer,

-WINTER

_OF A



and therefore, we-are exposed to a larger total'amount of energy than
, =

he winter time.,

the Los Angeles area, the latitude is approximately 34. degrees

north. This means, if we tilt a horizontal panel toward the south at

the 'latitude angle, it will be at right angles ro the equator, (see

the wholefigure

:

C-2) .' If we want to collett.the most solar energy\over

year, the panel would have to be wed continuously to fate ie sun.'

However it has been found that by fixing the-panel at the let _ude

angle plus about 102 to 15' and facing due south we can collect en:ugh

for most purposes. In Los Angeles this would be a tilt angle of 45

50 degrees

solar energy reaching us on the-surface of the earth is also

tontrhlled by the a osphere througb'whith it must pass. The 'water-

= laSo
friAarks

ant-



vapor in the air in the first 11000 ft or so altitude affects the amount

of energy reaching the surface. ,Water vapor is more dispersed in the

,afternoon, ham in the morning; As a result, we can obtain larger solar

inputs in the afternoon time than in the morning

if one tries to account for.all of the parameters _volved, the

prediction of how well a solar energy system will function can become

a very complicated problem. However, in general, it is assumed that

have clear skiei. Then one can

solation refers to the-a:

areal; i.e. Hsola flux) .

co'tables for the nsolat on"

olar energy striking. surface

+to



THE SUN A ITS PROPERTIES

The sun is a star around which the earth revolves. It is one of

about 100 billion stars in the Milky Way galaxy. The sun is special

to us Secatise it is much closer than any other star and provides heat

aftd light necessary for plants and animals a survive. The sun is the

source of all life on earth. The next closest star to our sun is Alpha'

is 280,000 times as far from th4 earth as the si

lion mile

e sun is a very'larg

timies the diameter of tai

object. It is 864,000 miles in diameter

earth. More than million balls the size

the earth can fit, inside of it.

e average distance from the.earth.to,the.ski is 93 million miles.

Because _the-e h orbit around the sun is not exactly circular, the

the sun in winter, 92 million' miles and artheearth:will:be claser

from the sun

The

revolve around = =it .

more massive thanit

95 million miles.

at the cent ar sys ern. plane

-mass of,the-sun-isalso_very large, 300,000 times

2

. _

sity of-the,sun-va s-with,the-de :below its surface.
,

Di 0,64ebtatoms-4re--pdate_-. be-YtUrfaCe--:f-the.-cauni_



As we know, the sun hines with its own light and gi. ves off its own

--heat MA receive some of the light and heat as sole

1.1 the light and heat of the sun is emitted,- or given off,

adiation. 'Nearly

surface.

called the photosphere from the Greek words meaning 'light" and

"sphere". The average temperature of the Aotosphere is about 10,000

degrees Fahrenheit. This is hot enough to melt every known substance

d turn-them into gases. Thus, the sun consists of all gaseoUs material,

no solid or liquid material egi s on the sun. The photosphere is very

s surface,active% constantly changing as gases rise and -fall on Look.

closely at the sun's urrace, scientists have 'found many light dots.

This appearance called granulation and is believed to be caused by hot

currents rising to -- e -of the

Other phenomena-aCcurrin on_the sun's-surface are sunspots,,_ acula
.

i- .--

locculi, prominences,-klares,. and the corona.- Sunspots are ark oundish-
..

look -darko e errk d only because they areappearing on the isun's-sura
- -

110C- as bright as-- the et& our dunding them f yon could view a sunspot`

self, it would` app ear- extremely, bright'. Clten sunspots seem to appear

great numbers in some years and numbers in others. About=every4leVin
.=..

years a large number of: sunspots cri. beisee This pattern is called the.._:
- . .,

_

earcYcle of, unspotS-. n.Astroomers-think sunspots are holes="in,:_
-
- -

u a aleiItteatedi-VYfWhirling- hot aSeeAnsider---t

hem=o o



Faculae .are, pa hes of light that appear brighter' than the photo--

sphere. They usually appear around sunspots and

.currents of hot gas, probably the result of the same /gases causing

are bel eved to be rising

unspots.

Like the earth, the sun alto has an atmosphere. It is much less

dense than the earth's atmosphpreand

is hidden by the much brighter light

difficult to observe because it

the, photosphere. e sun's atmo-

sphere is made up of several different layers. The chromosphere is the

first layer. about 9,000 mimes _hick.

appea

,en photographed the chromosphere

a bright reddish-pink. The Chromosphere is cool nes: he sun's

surface a little less than 10oop .degrees Fahrente cs but as e get

-
farther away from the sun, temperatures get as high as 36,000 gees
Fahrenheit. Astronomers also observe cloud the chromosphere. .-The

are called Floccull and appear to be the upper -parts-of Faculae rising

from the n s surface. They ern usually. above_slr-near sunspot

ehninences are giant flames extending o the sui-face the sun.

They stretch out into space ffia moreraTif 250,00ef miles at times. he

sea usually fall back into the sun ed path

_

e. is/also -an- eruption -on _ the sun's surface called, a solar flare.
- -

e- it t =t a as-a-- prominence and lasts-- only= a few= minutes-,_ u
-----

-ia'-b-rightep--tha---r- a ominende, and ,.explodes shooting particles. o.

inssc m =4of h _i_ Part-idles_ May-i, reachz:the earth a .saus sta" i-
----g,t----p,=---Ty.r7_ --,=-4-1,7.-,_ -2,---.=

....._
-_o ..e-Cans._ T

ours_a a

Bred pwtreala

e e

4'



Above the chromosphere
r

into space., It is made _- ect parti-les that day, xten r- the

s the C-tona extending million"s`cf miles

earth and beyond,

The source or all the Sim; s' surface activity lies deep within tie

Here atoms

fusion reactiori

or--more atoms jo

are packed 59 tightly together and Are

occurs-. Ina nuclear-fusion .react on, the.

hot t

nuci

clear-

two

producing a huge am light and Meat,

This occurs around 27 million degrees Fahrenh he ht and htat

caused by the nuclear-fusion reactions occurrii in the sun is the 'source

of the sun-'s energy,', s

fu

0

ene sy. Only a

,reaction a large amount energy. Since the; :sun is vet

r il-1---litep burning for billions of__y_ears before it will rung out

1

1

. \e 'energy produced y nnclear fusion reactions in- the suns core______----_,
1;This Would; cause the punflows, er Ato

fly apart except for an9ther kind of force holding
I ,; '7

the force ef. gravitation. balances thefares pushing outwar

his

keeping o- huge mass, the sun's ,gravkta-

keeps-) the spin together' but , =keeps titional :forge is -ver3r-great. It not

all. -Or- the, tplanets their=-Orb

-s
o-17o

one=bh-tf,,,,ib

h ea- 4 very stria about
1-



reaches- the-earth, it is Still more than sufficient to 'satisfy all our

energy needs.
.

,

It is believed that the solar activity occurring on the sun is
, 1

directly related with-earth-weather conditions. The '4r-AiptiOns of flares

and electrically charged particles of the sun do have an effect on radio

transmission.- There ,exists a continuous flow of -charge particles reach-
Ithe earth believed to be part of the corona,Inoving out in all direc-

'is contifii4ous flow, unlike-t-b-sudden bursts caused by solar.
\

-e.rupti .__ia cailled. the solar wind. Thus the. sun prod _ceS: energy _

that- i boch pa ticulate radiation (electrons, .protons a neutrons)
. .

and tic radiation. The patticUlate :radiaIor is commonly _

callgd the "Sol r Wind". The electromagnetic radiation i commonly

refe red to as "Solar Radlation" and it is this part of " unlight" that

pro ides the 1 ghtan heat for ug-i on earth. _ Energy from the sun is
I:cal ed abler en

apiprakimac

s and or 136,0

earth. _

I

naked leye, and

In' order that this energy..reach-eaFt it7mustz tra-

93 million miles. Since light: atravels 3_ x 10Ekkecirs_
-

0 miles/second it takes 8 minutes -tea travel from the
. .

lett consists of visible light which can seen by

on-visib e light. A large spOrion of light mit-f-e-d- by,

he stnLlies inrle vibIe range while smaller portionM lie in invis-

ib raxtges-;= T

ecesece

--
---_-pkcc,rum of YiSible light can-_b-set -..--u-sing-r.a prism_

Works") The coL peOruTiAf:-e,

1*
=

annot
--ANA

seen-p4b

ns

14.4

-
ccan-be--'q.41-tz-Vre-Ar iravit ht,_ 2

r

-et



Ocher types

:rays and

atmosphere

light are radio waves which are used for communication,

ammo rave which arc absorbed or reflected by the earth's

e dif e ent forms of lIght energy that we have discussed

or frequencies. 1.3.--ht in the x-ray'can. be deScribed by their wavelength:

or gamma ray range have--- -high frequencies
Lthe radio wave 'range have low Frequency' or long wavelengths. frequency

I:
the are usually

i

x 10. co) . All

short wavelengths. Light

usually measured in. "herti

Measured in centtmeters or 'Aigs

called the electto

angs. o:

. -

Via - causedbi infrared-radiation -as stripes che -earthts
1

A

surface. heat- Cannot' leave the earth's a =sphere easily-. beOmes ., .
_

rapped by the atmosphere-and warms.. they earth. Thus. basic necessary`

e c-= a

hydro



SUN AND ASTRONOMICAL RELATIONSHIPS

EUdent Reader (4th - kith)

We know that the sun is a scar contained in the Milky Way galaxy.

But why does it seem-to shine so much brighter than other stars:,

big is the s What causes the earth to he colder in winter than in

summer_

To begin with, let's think about the size of the sun. big is

It turns' out that the sun is more than LOO times as wide as the

earth and more than a million earths can fit inside of it. If, cue

imagine that,the earth is the size of a marble, then the sun would be

01 feet across. a very. large object indeed. Imagine having a marble'that

size!

We also know that the earthis about 93 million miles from the sun,

- which seems like a very long ways.. But compared to the next nearest star,
.

'Proxima Centauri, this, distance is really very short. Proxima Centauri

_lies more than 26 trillion Idles away from Earth or 28M06 time farther

than'the distance to Our sun. This explains why Lt is not as bright

as the sun. If we stood oneJnch away from a lamp representing our sun,

then the next nearest lamp, representing our nearest star Would be 4.4

miles away, and therefore, more light is received from our sun than

any star.

The earth rotates About North-SO.1th pole axis, and it completes

one full rotation in 24 hours. earth not only rotates on an-axis,

-,but it:also revolves around the sun.. One complete revolution, whidh

takes 3651 days4 called a-year. Although-the earth's rotation eXplains



day and night, it 'does not exnlain seascinal changes like winter, spring,.

summer and fail. Seasonal changes occur due to the earth's tilt.

SUN

'Mt North ,Pole

S
WINTER

tilted at a 231/2 degree angle toward the- n in suer

and'2315. degreeS away from it in winter. In summer, the sun appears higher

in the sky and it stays out longer. In'winter the sun appears lower in

the sky and stay's out for a. shorter period of time. The sun gives us

more heat in the s er than -in winter because it is out for a longer

period of time. This causes seasonal, changes.

_

have said that the sun is about 93 million miles away.

an elliptical or oblong path.

rth act.

is closest

This is

un--elan

the sun during winter-at

92 million miles and farthest fioth it during summer at 95 million miles.
'a

We can now. review what have learned about the un and us. The

sun is more than 100 trees as wide as the earth and more than a million

earths' can fit inside it. The earth rotates _in 24-hour intervals (day)

on'a North -South pole -is at a23 degree tilt. It also revolves around

the -sun completing one revolution in 3651/4 days (1 year). The earth's tilt

The sun is actually most-inten e in winter, but since the `length of the
day is shorter in the Northern Hemisphere we do -nOtget.as- large total
amount of solar energy-as we,would'in- Summer.-



causes" seasonal changes. The earth is closest to the sun during winter,

92 Million miles; and farthest from it during -summer. 94

The closest star to the suni Proxima Centauri, lies more on

miles from earth; 280,000 times the ,..iscance from the ear

Two basic physical properties of the sun are heat and 1

is a form of energy that may be transmitted to the Earth- rrcm the sun by

radiation. This radiation occurs as "light ". LIght travels as a wave

in the same way as sound and water waves. Light travels at the speed of

3.00 x 10
8

meters /second or 186,000 miles/second. This': is much faster

than any sound or water wave. Light waves are called 'electromagnetic.

- Like sound waves, light travels at diff rent,note called freqtancies.

Likewise, since not all sound can be heard by humans, not all light can be

seen. 'Both visible and non-visible light is emitted byche-sun. These

different notes or frequencies of light are known as the electromagnetic

'spectrum. The visible spectrum consists of light (colors) that ue see.

A much larger portion of light is in the invisible spectrum. -They are

radio waves, infrared, ultraviolet, x-rays,- and gamma rays. Much of the

light that the sun radiates is im the visible range.

Not all light that, he sun radiates approaches the Earth. The sun

radiates light in all directions and this light must also travel 93

million miles to reach the Earth. Much of the light that finally reaches

the Earth is either reflected (reradiated). or-absorbed by the Earth's

atmosphere before it,reaches the surface of the Earth. Although all of

the light radiated from the sun does not reach the Earth, it is still suf-

ficienc to make plants,grow, bring daytiMe and to warm the atmosphere.

The spectrum of visible light is violet

and,re

c-I3



The Sun:

333,000 more massive than Earth

93 million miles from Earth

100 ti_ s as wide as the Earth

2. The Earth:

7900 miles wide (diameter)

Mass 1.32 x 10
25 pounds 3 6,600,000,000 Trillion Tons

Period df rotation 1 day (24 hors)

Period of

The Solar S ste

evolution year (365 days)

k

9 Planets
(Name)

Relative
Radius

Planet Radius Distance, from the Sun
(Miles)Earth Radius

Mercury 0.4 36.0 million

Venus 0.95 67.3 million

Earth 1.0 93.0 million

Mars 111
.

Jupiter 11.2 484 million

Saturn 9.4 = 887 million

Uranus 4.2 1734 million

Neptune 4.0 2795 million

Pluto 0.5 3664 .pillion



HOW A PRISM WORKS

WHAT CAUSES RAINS°

Why do we see rainbows only after it rains and not j anyt el

Rainbows ari caused by the spreading of sunlight (as it passes through

rain droplets) into different c -which reflect into our eyes. This

explains why we only see rainbows after -rains when the sun is out.

The separating of sUraight showing different colors is called a spec.c.m.

A rainbow shows the spectrum of visible light. Have you evir seen a

rainbow? If note we can make our own rainbow by using a pr A pr

can produce the beauty of a rainbow much in the same way as it occurs

naturally. -A prism spreads light into different colors of the visible

spectrum. As light travels from one media to another, such as from

to glass, it, is bent. Of course light cannot go through a wall or glass

unle it is transparent.

other_ and thus a spect

Also. some colors of light bend more than

of the different colors of visible light,can

be see .A prism showing how light is bent into diEferent colors is

Town Figure C-3.

ei

VISIELE

RED WWII" SENDS LESS
VIOLET SENDS MORE

-and `Color Spectrum



There is also,a much wider spectrum of light that we cannot see. Irlfra-
.

red, which lies above he red end of the spectrum,_ gives us heat. `Ultra-

violet light, which lies below the violet light, gives us cans for spn-

burns, if we stay in the sun too long).

It is_not necessary to have a prism to see different colors of

light. Anything transparent may break Light into different colors. A

clear bottle filled with water may show different colors of light if you

look closely.



OVERVIEW

Through he

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF TI-1

Unit
-K
C. (Approximate Grade Level K)

use Of the Greek myth of Daedalus. and bares c .`a guided

fantasy which personalize - he Myth, and a simple experiment which estab-
i

fishes the idea of the sun melting wax as a real thing, the students are

exposed to the idea that the s- a source of heat energy.

LEARNING OBJECTIVE

Kindergarten students will demonstrate an awareness that the sun

is a source of heat energy through participation in (1) hearing a story,

(2 ),acting out a guided fantasy, and (3) observing an experiment.

EVALUATION

This objective will be evaluated by teacher obse

recorded 611 the participation-observation record sheets.

SPECIAL 'MATERIALS

Candle and black papei

hfDeadalus and Icarus

The F ying Fantasy

ations which are-

EXTENSION EXERCISES'



The class can explore ihe relationship between the earth

and the sun (See lesson Ham).

The class can learn that light can be bounced and bent

(reflected and refracted). (See lasso and choose a

small portion of what is there to explore with your class.)

sun

LESSON PLAN

The class is read or told the story of mares and Daedalus.

Teachers should note that this is a "real" Greek myth, created

sometime B.C.E. For a more detailed version, you can check any

source of Greek myths, this version of the'story emphasizes the
3

and solar ene

This story is a 'myth originating from Greek culture in

ancient times (early BX.). Its objective is to have students (aind

teachers ) realize that the sun is an unnoticed, but important part

of our lives. Along these lines, .the author emphasizes the sun

and solar energy

A very long time ago, during the age when Greek art and science

well,kno

was Daedalus.

lived a most skillfu_ st-ani--s-c-i-enit-is-t----iiissame

Daedalus could do great things and often built things

thar'used energy from the sun'.. His-son, Icares, wai a student who

0 -studied the sun. 'cares hoped-to-learn-much about-the-7-sun

One day, Daedalua_was ordered-by his King to build _a great

maze. from -which no one could escape. Daedalus did-this, and llui--



King was very pleased. However, soon after the maze was built,

Daedalus fell out of favor with the King. The King feAred that

Daedalus would try to take over the throne. The King threw Daedalus

and his son, Icares, into the maze, hoping they would never be

able to find their -way. out.

Icares asked his father, "Father, can you find our way out

this maze?" Daedalus answered him, 'Ica es I made this maze so well,

not- even I can find my way out. ""

The two men sat down thinking this was the end. How would

they ever be able to get out the maze? Then, Daedalus had an

/idea. He jumped up and said "I know how we can get out."

do nc t have the tools to dig .under the maze and make a

tunnel to escape but we, do have wax from our candles and leaves

fram the bushes With this, we can build wings and fly over the

the Maze-to safety!"

Icares was excited \by his father and could hardly wait to

start building his wings, "But Father," he said, "Haw can we use

the wax and leaves .to build .wings?

His father- DaedalaiT-atswerese mirrors that

r havd hidden from the guards, we can melt the wax for our wings.

the -middle of the day, when the sun is highest in= the sky; we

ght on to the wax from all of our rors.

hot enough; we can put-the leaves_ it, forming_

them into wings,. Over night, the wax will- cool and become hard and

in the morning,_ we_will be able to fly."



SO Daedalus and his son melted the wax that. day; made their

wings and- aiced,'Overoight when the sun was nor out, for he ---wax

to cool. The ne xt morning, they\were ready. Just before leaving,

Daedalus told hho son o be #careful not

t
fly to close to the un.

For if he flew too close,- the heat of _4e sun would again make

tf if this happened, his wings would.fall apart, and hethe wax s_

would' -drop into the sea.

Icares agreed-wth his father. will fly close by Your side."

Off the flew out of the trap, over the walls and sately- onto

the ocean. But they were not free yet. They must still travel a

19ng distance over the sea Until-they would'reach land Lagain. Along

the way, the wind began to-blow on 'cares, who was much lighter than

his father. The wind made him fly higher and higher although he

tried to keep close to hig father's side. Closer and closer he

flew to the gun. Soon the sun's energy became stronger and sponge

and the wax on his ings began Co melt. Suddenly, the wax became

so soft and the leaves dropped aay Icarea could not.,, iy 'anymore.

-d-fell into the sea. Sadly crying, hiafather,:Daedalus, continued_

on across, flying to freedom. The sea is now named in honor of

'cares and is called Icaream sea.

itr the or at a later-t e,the class should .be engaged in

the guided fantasy for example, see Flying Fantasy attached. If

,you havetet worked with fantasies in your classroom (1) the follo

.suggested; (2) you miry want to check out Put Your

other- on- the Ceiling Children' s
- ,

Press, Ne

Imagination Ganes, The Viking

C-20



.Ask the

talk a

class, " ov many of you day dream?"
1

daydeama.
-41

j

u may want-7-a--

B. Tel them that ail of us are g ing-to share a daydream

_ get her

Have the class draxi,conclusions abou -whethgb

off heat ever

melt faster.-

:he sun

,Ask.theM to invent ways 2£ Eakins candle



FLY LNG FANTASY

Imagine that you ate going to make a pair of wings you take

broomsticks 'you take two feather pillows and you tdke two candles

you shake open -the feather pillows and spread out the feathers over the

broom sticks ... you then light the candle and melt the wax Eo glue the

feathers-in place then you put on your wings and go' up on to the roof

you walk very crrefully to the edge you stand there for a moment

and look down it is a long way down, and you are a:litle scared

You gather up all your courage bend your knees flap your

wings a little hit . an -mp off-the edge

flying enjoy it.

You feel the wind rush past Your face

all of a sudden you are

You swoop dowm past

and-ten soar up high over your neighborhood .. get yourself

ready are going- to do a loopde-16op, ready ... can you do ,

another

You decide to fly highe'r and higher you go up and up ... yoU

fly through one cloud and then another you.cari hardly see the ground :

,.any -ore . . you begin to fag' the warmth of the sun it feels good
_

you 'turn over and fly on your back . letting the sun warm your'stomach

you even higher, so you turn over and fly,up again ....

the sun feels h_ you' begin fto worry.that the wax might

a sudden you dive-

YQU are groUnd_ you are diving and

and, swoop eve t the hill
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t'DVERW.

tidents7--- etTiconcept
_
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.-,
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:size ,,:_rotation;,--; revolution)
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TENS,IONF4
- -

XERCIt

c Scan = ad

system._ _

assF can make a,-fUll solar systelm.:, show :ng 1
_

e class- can :move. on -to lessons

'antes between the temperatu_

shade,- _

in the _ sun and-in he

-a:_cIaas_qcan-mdie --tp, portions-ot-lesson-A.-1-I-and---learn----,------:,:-,__

--aomethigt ...about the light, which- comes from the `sun; t--
. - - r , , - A

LESSON, PLAN

e- necessary to -review (or establish for the first tithe e

sigh tsEdeyeloped edni..lesscin_ t wouldLbe -well_ to each- o

,

each hat , assOn o-
_
t beginning. thi-

Take -. the class t out_co ,the , playground, have rhem-stand-ln-the. sup ,
-

ask ee Takethem -in-the - Shadet, and ad
,

ate sun Id all place's

ns i et- Windows` darkened '7047,t: is
,

_

possihle4Vklid.a i n,ver io _ esolerSyste

Ave:, a stand middle and -_be the= su
,

gilded ashight



Rave a second- student be the- earth. Have-the -student -shine---.
_

s 7_--stomach, Ask everyone-7- it -is_tdav

night on the earth's stomaCh (or bellie buteon

on=the =earth!--s _back?

ve -the __--earth- rota

at -about2:

-(turn around and discuss when it is

day, and -when .en it is night

ve Ole earth revolve around the

volving.

sun a
=

,r-
ou-want can t d talk about- its

:0 pairs (0 YPn have_added thelimoon)4. ave_onn be the s

earth; --and 'one-the'moOn,=-dnid--have--EM:"act-'but how ;this-

'',:ilav:0o,thef--Classi,dray pictures :of the whole system.: you--=haVe-,

-"ewson might' be --hid* for' cWem

syste-

o= inc'ui e
;

u,=:-can a-

r
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Have a student or students hold the flashlight d rec

'.page with str

over tL

scratched *Eaut =(not so tight as to pull it loose

from the paper

Have another student with-4 crayon draw the approximate outline.. of
.

he lighted' circle on the paper (it may be necessary c© darken the

classroom).,

NOTE:
tra

s experiment may be done by several students one time

Using .different flashlights and different pieces of paper.

ow have the student with the flashlight a-I-Ova the flashlight:

the straight up and-down position while maintaining the

siring (to insure, that -the flashlight remains

le the student holds- the flashlight steady,': have another student,

Using a erent-- color crayon _draw the outline of the . lighted

...spot onon.. the- page.

etion doh- ot is new gge

Have thaitud move the flashlight spill furthe away from the

verticiliposition= and-i-have- e.-other student, again using a diffei

en t cOlor- araYon-,-,--draw-the -outline of the =light .

e ,srp.iderti\ the -di en ions of the spots that were.:



11. also have the students compare the brightness of the different spots

of_ light in. relation to their size, i.e., was the light on the

page brighter when the flashlight was straight overhead or was

brighter when the flashlight- -was tipped to an angle.

COMMENT: The'amount of-light energy coming fromthe flashlight

remains constant during =the experiment. 'Therefore, if the light is

*read over a larger area, there must then be less light energy per

square inch on the larger spot than on-the smaller spot.

12. Use this experiment to tell the students that during the summer

time, the sunlight shines more directly overhead than during the

winter time. Therefore, that po tion of the earth receives more

energy per unit area during summer an it does during winter (the

angle is greater to the surface of the earth, therefore, the

sun's energy is spread out over a wider area). This explains why

the earth is warmer during the suer although the sun is actually

further away than in winter time.

Place the lamp without a de and with the

table.

-Take a world globe and

ge bulb, on. a

t several. feet from the a p.

e students observe how the light shines on the lobe. Can

they. gee how there is day and 'night time?

,/

-Take nee globe and,put it -in a position so that the globe is tilted

ay that the.:-Mb ole= points to_. the light. This '1

r-



simulate what season? (During the summer -e he sun is higher

in the northern hemisphere's sky.)

2.Havethes-rudent-e-

19. What season is this in. the southern hemisphere?

20. The students can rotate the globe at various tilt angles; i.e.,

with the North Pole,facing 'to and he lamp, away f rom, the lamp -and

in various other directions. Have the students identify the ,season

related to the,pos _ion of the earth in each case;

SPECIAL 0

/An adaptation of the experiment could be students to hold

flashlight in a horizontal position. Then using small cards, have the

students first hold the card in a flat position (so-that flashlight shines

on the-edge of.the card) and then slowly- have the students rotate the

card toward-the'light. As thdy do this 'have them observe how bright the

light on the card is. This experiment shows why.. solar collector_ arm --

tilted up from the roofs toward the south so tharrhdy may obtain the

maximum solar intensity upon them. --_=



RE ABOUT THE SUN AND EARTH

Unit C
V

Approximate Grade Level 45)

`Students will conduct independent study via the library or other

-research book, to enable them to draw detailed pictures of the sun and its-

characteristit-s, and/or write a report about the sun, its features, and

how they affect the earth":

LEARN NG OBJECTIVES

e students increase their 1cnowledge of the various eaturesof the

AMM and the interiction of the s with the earth.

TI N

Th students will be= able to identify at least two special features'

g., sun spot. prominences -solar -wind, etthe s

.will also be able

weather,

. -Students

identify interactions on the earth (effects on

fects'on radio ission, effects on tides, etc.).

special materials are required for this lesson.

Osph re, -Sunspots, Corona, Flares,



LESSON PLAN

t rne-discretion of the teacher, this assignment can be made

individually or for small teams of students. The students will be requested

to carry ut a library search to find out features about the sun.

This lesson is left largely to the discretion of the teacher and the

evaluation of the most 'effective form of lesson for the particular

group of students.

Tie lesson basically to obtain a better understandimg of the

various- features of the sun such at sunspots, the various forms of

atmosphere around the sun, how the sun-derives its energy through .

thermo-nuclear .reactions,etc,_

ments can be given on an individual or group basis.

The students_can.. prepare such -itemtae smal individual drawings

the sun showing sunspots, prominences, large.mural type

painting made by groups of student .-s showing the same charecteris_

tics, or small essays or extensive reports discussing the sun.

will not only increase the understanding= of the

the_students; but.can also a used to develovfurther the library skills

and-individual Study capabiliti s of the students.



THE S EARTH AND OTHER PLANETS

Unit Cv, approximate Grade Level 46)--

Students are shown a slide presentation of the space mission of

"Viking" Viking was an unmanned probe Sent to the planecMars. The

slides with pre-recorded cassette tape commentary explained to the students

the diasion and about conditions on the planet Mars. Students are then

asked to pretend that they are space travele on the planet Mars and to

,

examine haw a hot water heating system would operate in the much
_

weaker solar conditions of the ' red planet ".

_FARMING CBJECTIVE

Students further increase their understanding,of the interaction

.11

the sun and earth. This is accomplished by having the students carry out

dna of-solar Conditions on the planet Mars and compa__ _ _ _

'results to Ear

SPECIAL-MATERIALS

A specia 40 slide se

commentary.

the "wing Mis with cassette.

Isolation, Solar Intensity, "Inverse Square Law"



LESSON HAN.

e teacher will ask the students thevwmild like to go to)the

planet'Mirs. fter some discussions', the teacher will ask the students if

they have heard of the 'Project Viking!:. The Viking Mission was an unman-

ped. space :program to ian study the environment. Landers were sent to

the surface of Mars to study the local weather conditions, send back color

televisionlpictures, and to caLIy-our experiments to determine in the

locations of thelanding there ere any life.fcrms.

!Ming the set of 40 slides and the pre-recorded _cassette tape' com-

mentary carry out a lesson illustrating to the students - about the

mission toNat

Conduct a general of cus'sion with the students in re ation to the

slides they have seen,

Tell the students that-they are now going to ''ptetend- that they are

astronauts rand will be helping to set up a colony..

Ask- :the udintS-i .-they can -use ISr-edirgy ,to-heat the1r water

on the planet -Ma e should be yea).
.

Lthe_Linsolation-(that-is the-Lamount-of-sunlighr

on t e-IrOund)-Will.be-more_or-lesstham:on_earth,-_-__

rou7are he 'douree-o ener

preae a

Tire--

at s no nvers

; -we we --_0



on a space ship acid at a point in space ce as fAr away from the sun

as the Earth is in its orbit: we would receive only 1/4: the intensity

the Sun. That is, we did net'divide the amount cf sunlight on earth by

but rather by 2 (i.e., 22) . If we go out in Space 3 times as far

-from the sun as the 'Earth is in its orbit, we receive 1/9 of the amount

sunlight we receive on earth.

allowing is a- shor le illustrating the d erences_be den

!41.636.000 (241

ST NCE FRO?(
62.,'000 (tL)

000- (km)

_6.000 km)

C 0,000

R TO

wuTH OF DAY
(Earth C =ock)

hours; huu rs ; 0 minuta*

an exercise; let the students make some comparative observat

Pose- equestion, e-have-a solar -heatingystem fo-

frwou e at ace a

nla-a e- :h

t
e -en "th e o oia Ka s



with the distance of the Sen with Earth, The following an .

examPle-of h to do this - calculation. The difference willluyg

he square of the distances from the Sun. We will do t.e problem

in units 'of the E.41440un distance (called by astronomer=s an

"astronomical unit" or a.u) then

1 a.u. 92,957,000 miles = 149, 00,000 km
A

distance f om the Sun, in astronomical units
a

141,636,000 = 92,957,000

Then .the-Panel size at Mars, if proportional to the square of the

2-
ance from the Sun or size on 'firs 1.52 size on Earth.

our panel was 40 on Earth, on Mars would be .52)

Ai can be seen from the calculation, a solar panel mare_tha

as -bid, be required-for the solar system to operate on :Kara.

,
--main-Problei-perha0S--ith-such-4_tystem-_On s-isthe7lack-,

tera;m4ght_be fine, tit_WC_Will=

en

of ap cations-on e ane a

a tha o s ar

end's-to

-

-ar cahi -e

b nea4jaasgreat 66ohd



Another interesting calculation. that the students can make is the

followingt

Using the Minimum distance of both the Earth and Ma.,:s fr.= the

sun as a yard stick, have the students determine the variation

in solar energy present during different-times of an Earth and

Mars year.

-minimUm-distance in a.u. 91,404,000 4 92,957,000- 0.98

Maximum distance _h a.u. 6,000 .-92,457- 060

0 98 minimum distance energy, 0.96

.-02
itaximinn .distance,. energy i 1.04

0.96Agoes-into 1.04, .08 times* sib'when the-Earth is closear7---9 ...

the sun, the solar-energy - present at 11.-is onlY-1-.08-\-

imes that whenthe Earth is-Inkthest away fro he un.
- --

distance energy 1.90

'

istance-energy, TIT
2

e 'so e e p r is a



can . -

e seen, the Earth has much less variation in the amount of

available sunshine during the year than does rs. his is because

,thelorbit of Mars
.

not-as close to a circle as that tor Earth.

Ln
1

act, the orbit Mr.a s is famous-for being "elliptic" . A very

fatfrus astronomer names-Kepler, was able to calculate certain

T
special astronomical, laws using the orbit of Mars jus

I

because it
was so elliptic.

SPECIAL OTES

lesson, not only is fascinating to the students because of the

des df the planet ors, but allows them to utilize their mathematical

abilities to make some interesting deductions and calCulations about, the

planet.
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two or more bod4es

FDI MS OF, ENERGY

energy cue

Di

FORMS
OF ENERGY

mpera_u_ etween

contact or through" a mass medium -such as air 0

'Heat flows from a higher temperalure body, to a lower temperature

body only (s e-Fi D-1)

Light is energy that is radiated from the sun or a h,er source such

as A ht bulb. Energy that is radiated does not need a medium to propa-g

gate fr mne point another such as from the the earth.: Space

andthat doffs not -contain tatter (such as betwa% the eaTth ' s:- atmosphera
i

-
I- I

Sal.) , is called 'a vacuum. hht ravels Ihrough
reach us.and then through he earth's mosphere

vacuum of space

ExaMples of radi-

HOT LDi

BODY BODY IN

-CONTACT

-BODIES_
WRROUNDED__

-WRY:

-_COLD



'EARTH

SUN/

NOT TO SCALE)

§ LIGHT FROM A HEAT SOURCE
(LIGHT BULB)
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25. Continue until the half circle (with the aluminum foil on

the inside) is attached to the aluminum foil-Covered poster-'

board. (This will make one end of a trough.)

26. Now attach the other foil-covered cardboard half circle,

with the alum, um-covered side facing in, tip complete the

trough. Us a similar technique as you did with the other

piece of cadboard using tape every two or so inches.

We are almost done no

8. Take the small 0 ece of heavy cardboard-(four inches by five

five - h length.

lldll)

Nil

gut holes t using hn _r"-uai ice icknr-shar0,-- s
_.,

ument.-_
, _ h

i

/ --
\

_a 'harp--knif razor blade, cut alonglline so that

cardboard-, each two by Five'inche

Pu br
i '

bradS frOm'the'inside -of_the;tratigh through
-_-H -_

"-,, and' Itoileyholea."d" On the two -iris

dho-ard,_, ;Spread` the brad

an cardboard attail-Ceto'one-
f



STEP

-,-
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34 Do the same thing on the other side'of the cooker with the

remaining piece of two-Inch by five -inch !cardboard.

These pieces of cardboard act legs to prevent the hot dog cooker

fromrom just rolling around on the,tabler

NOW, YOU Al E READY TO START COOKING!

Slide the Mick from the outside in through one

37.

holes,

he "a"

Hold the hot, dog so that as you elide the stick further in

roUgh be--"4" hole 576u also put the stick through the-

length of the hot dog.

Continue until the-stick is completely through the hot dog.,

Theh,-pu the',stick about one-fourth inch through the other

-

"a"- hole so that the Stick and hot dog.are supported at

both endsr CenteF the hot dog on the stick;

38. In summer, stand the \cooker so that-the opening looks more
(.
r.

upward and,

opening!fices more d

winter, turn.the cooker over so that the_

wnward.

9. Aim the ht-dog cooker toward the sun. It will *aka 'about

45 minuteito.one,hbur and -then . HAPPY HOT DOG:EATING!

IAt_can,shorten your -cooking timeThy-stretChing a'
_

.. 7 ;

-pleceofdringing-77pitStic'iikap over the whole front
-_-

cooker :after -ihe- hot -d6g- is . on , the Stick. This will keep
___ - r

coo gAd- elw nd--blows,over-
..c-

,---,

the

a- -1.-comes-tuvwitivanr,-specia pesusingfl



the Cooker, please send a copy to the author so that he

can let others know about it, giving proper credit. Thank

you. Enjoy solar cooking.



OVERVIEW

ENERGY, WHAT WE USE IT FOR AND WHERE IT'GOMES OM-

_Unit D
1-

[
The students are introduced to forms of energy; heat, -ligbto

(Approximate Grade Level 1 #2)

mechanical, electrical, and chemical energy. Students'are also hown

r,

that to do Adore -rk,:requiresa greate expenditure of energy.

Students grow-trCtheir knowledge of the forms that energy can_take

and develop'a fUndAmental concept of the fact that it takes more ;energy

to do more work. These

energy.

ALUATION.:

concepts are -again }correlated with the

Students should demoristAte a two- thirds accurac:r knowledge of the

various types energy illustrated the peclal worksheet after the

class discussion has been completed The student"N should also recogniz

that to do more ork, required. the use of'additional ate

.SPECIAL E_ _S

Stiecial energy -keheit
------

4-_
is-- "Sunof.....-adel o- (anal) or small flashlight

=

11 pie pan or ,shallow- lmetal contdiner that as:'a ar e

, .2,21

0 &00kit

a _aIiaut
e vapo dn.



LESSON PLAN-

ovation is accomplished by recording the students accuracy in

working with the special energy work sheet provided.

Pass out the special energy sheet (Figure D-3).

-As a pre-lesson motivation, have the studan

space under

they c

heat,

each picture all .of the various forms

h

the

f..en

lize. This =can be done by using the words,

hanical, 'chemical or electrical. It should

than one form of energy may be presented,be noted that

4-the flashlight, the batteries represe it chemica

energy,. which in turn, produce cal energy, which in

kes the fight . b bright with light energy. I

also heats the lightbulb and we - mechanical energy to try]

tha switch on.

Take the lar demonstrator (additional-copy

Application Section ) and-place the solar cell in the beam o

a projector light bulb or go outside_with the students and

aire tha celr,at% the Refer to_ the material supplied

----this lesson Discussing: the_use. of _the sun-ofthe-cell
, _onstrator*9llustrete-yariona: tpes- of_ 'Stier

be_:-i-introdiieed:ito-theLconcep
_

-'s

m vrtn he

ey

n s_aor amo



As the students if they think; threfore

less solar or light.energy.

-chine is using

Use a small flashlight,and turn it on. Show the students
-the batteries are taking.chemical energy converting that

-.into electrical en ly,to make the light bulb go bright.

Hold the light on for a short period

longer period of time. Ask the students if ;hey thoUght

uib was held

on for longer. perftid.o

Move it m acro sa your desk a distance about one
li

-.:_.
foot. Aik :the students what type _energy- was used to do ask.

The answer is mechanical

across your desk and ask. the

mechanical energy the second

A--d emanstration-ro illustrate this to t -Tr-he p pan
1.1 -

thattha± ^has beam pa ed'black on the nside fill ith a

n _ ereuritight;-=airdatlthe-t,sam = im r i MS; d_
4 av-' --- _

tc e- e rata n A- o ;Coo e n -,-1-_
-,-,- -,-,



Take the class back into the room nd haves them draw a series

of pictures illustrating the use of energy the rise. of more

energy and -the use of. stilS more energy. Later in the day,

go outside and iee if the water-ha-vaporated. Explain to

the students that the'solar light energy heatp the Water

hick in to evaiorates.:This water thengbes into Clouds

and whe- clouds are formed., and when weather conditions. are

the a and produce rainright, ter may tool and condens

:You can pose the question to ,the students which use more

ergy.,

EPECIAL:NOTES

or a heavy rainstox

Quite a bit of new material is 'included in this lesSOn and tkchers

.-

may desire to .make a two lesson-format-ran-6r than a single lesson

evaporation experiment could be done later or as

The demonstrativ4d4s ext

troll
1

_ ,

that semielnaterial

the material \sin the _information regarding the sun-of-a-cell

The

and alone endeavor

he _lesson, but eased

flashlight.map be delivered usin cn a

- - --, _- - I- _ _ _ _

-sadarchmnpluovra tor can be-:tused- as a suppleMentary- or- additional _mat_supple ___

__7--other7lpasons



-KINDS OF ENERGY WORKSHEET

\MECHANICAL- MECHANICAL MECHANICAL
_ LIGHT

HEAT, ' t HEAT HEAT

MECHANICAL
.LIGHT
_HEAT

E HAN

C

4

r RtiECIfit IdA
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SUN-OF-A-Chi.L

SOLAR DE4ONSTRATOR

WHAT l A "S1.11,170E-A-CELL"?

"Sun-Of-a-Cell" solar energy demonstrator is not \only -a unique

emi- practical" device in that it may be.teaching -aid-, but it is _'also a

used as a personal .coolipg fan

T DES IT 7

ce
Ej-

bright sunpy- days.

The basic driving' force is supplied by a licon photovoltaic"

1, d dark blue and silver two ch- diameter disk on the

lass Stand _amazing ._devices. The-basic-mater-ia

i of which-they are constructed, the second abundant ele\

meat earth of course,: -what and is made of

BY ,itself silicon does nothing otherwise we might all be iven
/-

elect c shacks at the beach everytime the Sun comes out! Howeve When
-At

races of other element's (usually boron and phosphorus) are put in-
-

_

With '_4_ecially prepared_ silicon we have the .start, of a silicon cell-.
_

-' 'Othefii processes'' are required- like the ones -that' put: the Silver colored
I

,

to alloW us to_get the-electriCity:
_-----. -...

us_ a-

:e batte e_

a an e o e u_- rt- eftter

t e 1



THE "SUN-OF-A-CELL" AS AN ENERGY DEMONSTRATOR'

Energy is the ability to do Work. The
i more energy we -have, lik

1

after a good 'healthy break ast, the bigger tile job that can be done.

Energy may take different orins. Looking a the "Sun-of--aCell" happily
I '

can point to ati least,,.six- types of energy.

Take a moment to list- the kinds of energy rkiat you think are shavn before--

spinning in the sunlight

_-reading on ..-.

Now let us look at th "Sunof-a2de

energy- ,shining_ on the ce I 1); _ there i

together. There is the light.

e electric- energy that the'

,-. __icon n\eii produces -(2- ; ot all. of the ligh or radiant energy. goes into
I ; -

\ . .

ele tricitY, -much of it jus. goes to mak tth cell-lairter, heat energy
. .

,(3); the-electric energy ma the motor
_

; :
rn, mechanical energy -(4); the:.

spinningpropeller causes: t e air ;in. gen ly blow toward us (i.e. our
I /
I'sanal cooling fan) bring y ur hand close to the propeller without touch-

;

ing it or shading the cell aid feel the iwind ener (5) . Now what /is the

last one. Listen the more turnj a 'austical or sound energy (6).

-0E-A-CELL" AS A SCI S, UMENT

_

At the beginnin,g_it,--wa ention that the " f-- Cell" was a

Li-semi-practical =device as it could be 4 ed as a law velocicy -p rsonal.,
. -- ,-

1

-; .

.-:-Dooling fan. The:propeller spins fas st in; direct_strong, sunli_ _t. You

7'-anus1e this----_rate -of -spin-ass -an -indic' IF ion /therefore of, how- much un-

rlinars:1,faliring nd -can.;

cpe

machersmany/. t
7 an 1ft

gra.
e

-

e tiortInt.f.-Series a f
;

.

7

i;-"erfantlior/Voild r;-;

-'_agatet e
4

_
FN'f,:-:4f47-65:4

-$.11cr



Solar Intensity Aim the cell at the direct sunlight and'note the

rate of spin. Compare this spin rats to when-a cloud passes in font of

the s or when the "Sun-of-4-Cell"/is put in the sh
la
de. As a corollary,

see just how much sunlight ismeedlid to start the motor from scratch.

Node there will be MOre,energy -'-ded to overcome star Ag-frictio

arting the prope
.

the shade or on a dull day witiva ;usb from your-

cry

finger and see 11 keep /mooing, if it will not start byitself.

Aim Solar Colliectors South (Northe Turn

the "Stin74f..- toward the north and see how .fast it spins /. Poes

spin at all? In the northern hemisphere the Stan is,alwaya to

le experimeat-will-sho that' to get the most ever

we must make sure our sOlar- devices:are aimed

outh,

lected

tii4 south.

_ r



,OVERVIEW

or

OW_ IS USED, AND S./HERE DOES IT -COME FROM

'Unit D (Approximate Grade Level #3)1-III

Studeni's, are 'shown aga

I

nergy, radiant-or light

chesticsl ene

En five forms of energy, 'n- I- ---z...he.rma.1-

energy, mechanical, electrical energy and

In this lesson, the students are shbwn that the fossil
.z7

fuel energy we now have on earth is actually stored solar energy.- The.

students are also introduced ta the concept of picking an_ apprbpriate

4

energy to d -a riPertain task as illustrated in a special set of sort cards.

G OBJECT

StUdents continue ra. gtow in understanding of the inter-
/

changeability of various- types of energy and the Connection bewteen u-

energy and 'doing _Ve7k.

. EVEEVALUATION

_

I 0

The-students shOuld a
(
_hlayv at least _70% accuracy when redo

. ..

special. -energy .worksheet of ter resentation, pf the leSson.

I

. SPECIAL MATERIALS

Special jp illustrating, fossil fuel cyCle. applica-_

-1

tions section)

-of-sCell solii alatinBtrator- ional).__
-

.

-,.-,__ _is --,-__ Special- student_ energy --orkshe4, -Figure

Otjefink, f Cud inf- nOtt'Enia

arlir:riguirid -to

7.;

10 ro hot doh scooki
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the house. However, this may/not be the case: or the enel

_ -
elwIll always be a need for somef centralA factory. Consequently,

power generation.

Have thi studenti. h the help of -their parents, determine

from old electric bills the average daily kilowattAlettrs

electrical energy their home uses. If there are few major

electrical appliances in the home, the figure maybe as 1p as

10 KWHR. It _could be/much higher.

2. Again, with the helpLof their_

ff_

the area of their roofs.

Assume that a-pholtovOltaic system is 15% of
=

s of solar energy fall on ou

ed-directlyiAntd rlectricity.

g
Also assume that about k lowat -per square

-
ftheir home, and that on the average, thi1s_E

lat.'s about six hours each day.

__Consequently, if-the-student-Sot* their total roof area, in
-

,

square meters,- multiplied that figure by-one (kilowatt ails

solarEnergy meter sqiii.-re)1,__2_`thIn by 0;15=-(15% efficient and
-

then byi--6 (stic hour -per daY),-theY-,Will-get _ esthete -of -.the

ximuta -number: f--,,ItiloWattmhourL-theithomel solar energy -electric
F- =N-- -

could produce,,If some iOofi-lace.npr 4re'

.may,be -fau'ch,_tOo-generou



6. Have the students make this-estimate for them homes. How many of

them could actually have a chance of prod -using ost of their

electrical -eedsA from a di
A

tributed power syste

7 all the homes here in a cluster, what would be the size of the

/

ocal power sysc m that would'sery ihem'all have to be?

\

\

\ )

8. Have the sruden s also ,discuss What they Wbuld do du_ n cloudy

1

_
\

1

on rainy weathe-wn -thee arnor visible.
I I

iv

Have some of the students_dcintact the local utility to any.
I

Obtain -thee th average base and

usuarlYhave. If poSsible, ha

load demands they

e.the Students find out h much

-,--e- lectricity. a local factory might generally use How bi la
I

- I

'1 solar system would be needed-to'provide that amount of aletti-1
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ER Z. U1iT S

D ENERGY PHENOMENA

D2

ENERGY
MEASUREMENT

Energy is the ability to do work, to move something. Types of

energy that can make things move include heat, light, and electricity.

=We can experience some sense of energy by seeing, touching, car hearing,

but how can we measure this ene

various forms

have agreed to some standard,-we can produce devices.called gauges or

scales.set by these standards. With these, we'can achieve an accurate

adopt e standard to measure energy in its

hat-most everyone in the world can agree on. Onc'we

measurement of-energy and what energy can do for us. -Fortunately -the

argtIW-i66iit what standard will be used has already been done for. us.

T6 begir with .1W.7 ook at measuring temperature.- Temperature

does not measure -heat

energy particles or

In fact, temperature measure the_average kinetic

molecules contained in a substance (kinetic

energy of particles in motion`. Then the higher, average

Icinetic energy of the particles ofra subitance, the higher the tempera-

ture. The temperature difference. or change in temperatu of a substance,

errosents _heat put into ,or taken out of the substance. Temperature i

measured by using a thermometer. With a thermeimeter we can determine
r

what temperau are hot and what are cold., What goes on inside the

ermorneter?- n= he meters consistOo si.st. of -a liquid substance.

ercury, ,) - enclosed- a glass tube (see-Figure-D75)=0

'Mercury; like*st, other subSta*cei,--eXtiAnde-when

e..mercury, gher-: in., thel_tube giving

ercu the-tub



giving low temperatures. Standards used in measuring.temperatire are

usually in degrees, Fahrenheit (°F) or degrees celsius -( °C).

Devices that are used widely in measuring electricity are _ammete

and voltmeters. These seemingly magical devices tell us much about how

electricity works. Orithe front of these devices is a pointer and scale

as shown (Figure.D-9). What happens when the ammeter connected

to wiring is, it looks for current flowing in the ire. Current is the

rate of flow of tiny charges called electrons. When a current is

found, the p (arrow) mysteriously moves. °What actually happens is,

the current flowing in the wire called amperes or milliamperes (amps or

milliamps for short; One milliamRis_1/.1000-ot-a- amp,

The secret is this magic trick only the ammeter con-

..hected-properly Proper connection, ,in .series or in line with the wire

so current flow .through_ the meter.

Another 'device used in measuring electricity, is the voltmeter.

The- voltmeter. works very much in the same magical way as the. ammeter

'4-xcept it is connected differently and measures voltage. Voltage

be thought of as a way to measure tored energy as in a battery. Voltage

__Ismeasured-in-parallel or along side a wire and tells us how much energy

being the'

octant relationship that deals with vo age and - 'current is

ower. Power is the amgunt of energy that can be u d per_ unit-

,The-ore--Voltage-Or_durrent-or_both that we_ have,-iha.Mare.power we haVe-
_

and- fhe more things waca#Tirun7-.



The ammeter used to measure current. We can also use it to

find the isolation of an area by .connecting the meter to a silicon__

photo cell. The pyranometeri.s a device that converts solar energy.

directly into electrical energy. This helps us to find out how` much

sunlight is s _Icing the surrounding area-

Pyranome

eter

- The solaf radiation reaching the earth or the rate of

delivery of such radiation per unit area surface.

-- is a deVice that converts solar -ever

electrical energy.:

gy- directly into 0

- A :devise used to measure current flowing La-a wire.-

Current -- That energy flowing through wires Aeasured in amperes,

Voltage -lhe-difference -ia e1ectrfoal pc tential or charge

-*
etween two Points.

wer at vhith- can be dene,.,the More power

done;

current.
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MEASUREMENT OF TEMPERATURE

A commorCc:levice used in _he measurement of temperature may. he the

thermometer. Most thermometers consist of a thin glass tube with a -small

bulb at one end' and 'a scale along the- tube. Mercury ia contained in the

belb which. ray travel up or down the tube depending on Lutside tempera-

tures Different Colors may be plac ,along the tubes to represent dif-

horn temperature, -and cold. Closerfere= temperature ranges such as hot,

temperature measurement can be seen by reading the scale. Temperature

--11INET-Fdt-measure energy directly but is-necessary to measur

energy such as heat. Also, 'the choice of a temperature scat.

teary That =any :number of linen' units may be picked bE

eratures, such as

change-.

arbi

een 'known

the freezing point and boiling point of water.

Since the_fteezing priint'snd boiling 0Oint of water are constant,

pick:a freezing point at '2* and a boiling point 42*. 'This scale rs refer-
. ...

-e can'

red to a the Fahrenheit scale. A-s_ _e-scale may be,to choose z (0)

as the ezing point of water and 100 as the boiling point. This

called the Celsius scale. Any amount of iaear units can be given. -The

-lowest-temperature.thli_ any.substance-can reach ia -459°F (or =270 °C

(scales such as' the Rankine and-Kelvin pick this point zero).

E AT1 GAUGE)

--A thermometer is a =device Which tells us' what hings are hot and:
=

hat hings are cold. The different col that we see on our gaUge
.

-represents hot, toom temperature and cold. At what temperature is tlhe-

amp readiAC should=he at room temperature.- a_ dlo-a

etAet!---Whenf-pladed,Aeboilin a c_



HEA ENE= OF ENERGY

Up until the past few hundred years, humans principal source of

energy for doing work was the human and animal power -and simple machines.

Of course, humans used such devices as windmills, wheels, and sail-

ins ships to replace human Muscles; but the forces used -in driving these

machines, wind and water, were unreliable. Sudden droughts or long

periods of calm.Weather would limit their use. Muscle power was _sde--,

_ im-early rages -h --exiaterme-rovW_thefer sur-

v va As time elapsed,, the cont ol-and.use of energy.increaSied,as'man

began domesticate andand e animals. Since these early beginnings,

the s a ch for other forms of energy.haa continued up to and including

the Ores n

Beginning .id-the eighteenth century, he need of reliable ever

sources for performing mans work resulted in - chines built to work

harder and faster than 'human muscle.- During this age of machines and

industrialization, man began to realiz

work.

a need formeasuring energy.

or ex

e u o a,certain:amotint of

ight describe the amount of oken needed to'pull

a ea as "oxen. power 6 defiu e `universal tethdd measuring
_

., Apower obeen accepted n attempt to correlate power withe e
,

phygiCal'qualities-sadh as7Weight,and time hadbeendeveloped.:, In

= _!

1800= James Watt, the inventor of the steam engine, develOpeda-SySte

wa

ballad "horse-OOweri Horsepowe- defined:by

a stron could ve which

ecais
ounds-alne-foot -on ,sec ee.FWin_

ens rb -1- et o n_



It was necessary for James Watt to use the horse to develop a

method of measuring power, Any animil or machine capable of doing work

could have been used all of which could have been used to develop some

universal method of measuring power. HorsepOwer is widely. accepted today

in measuring the power of machines and engines.

Through the development of machines and engines, humans have learned
tr.

much about energy and work. Pnnris_measursd-as-.AAhr-raM-ar-which

energy is being used, then machines with more power can produce energy

or do work faster. It has been found, that one. form of enerti can be

has also been_changed into a number of others by using a machine.

found that in using' an engine, work oetput,is less han energy input,

k or energy available to move things is never greater than the-ehergy

put into' a. machine. Where has this energy. gone? In most cases, this

IN

energy has been lost as heat caused by fricti

the machine s been found that. making

e useful work can be done. Scientists have_

adding up all the energy put nut bya-_machine--work--heat- sound. other
9 * SO or ot..

forms is_exact,y equal to the energy put

the conservation-of energy/(Figure D -7y.

into the machine. is called



"HORWOWER".

difined by Tana Watt

:Electric_ power station a ne.(1900)

NucleaLpowar soon turbine. (1970)
Fst

4 e. 4'

,tiorse efiry





OVERVIEW

Through-class discussion; the concepts of big and

Unit D2_ Approximate Grade Level Kinder
K.

be

discussed and defined, Comparisons will be made, and the\class will

,

engage in some basic measuring exercises

"IG

ING_,OBJECTIVE

i I

tudents demondtrate an awareness orifthe basic. concepts of measure-

hrough partictpation series of-Classroomexperient and---

'ALUIATIO

I

haVeA sscusedL-p usrevioly,,e gaged behavior can be
__.-

y- eac er obaery a icn n .cudent involvement. Evaluation she

enc_os d e Fi

evaluated:-

pecial y.con ructed t 0 thermometer;

h ntext of le o



LESSON PLAN

e Class to think of the biggest thing they can Take a sug-
-

n. Ask if someone can ,think of stimeihing which is bigger than

the suggested item. Then ask if someone can think me thing

bigger than the 2nd suggeStion. Continue the proceSs until (1)-

the class seem to belfading pr until (2) o.One can think of a

bigger. item.

things for the smallest Is. (see

1y

aSs how we kn w that the "biggest thing. we've hOugh_ of

eh,* the smallest thing" Came up with the ide

above)

alas

ee whn can 144t+

DO things t

ure



SPEC NOTES

In place of the specially constructed thermometer (Figure D -87 you.

May use a po I thermometer or other type of thermometer suitable far

using liquids and merely wrap it with colored tape or cellophane.

Any similar levice magi be used.
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ENERGY MEASUREMENTS

Unit _ (Approximate Grade Level #1)

OVERVIEW

D2_1

Students are introduced to the basic measurement tools: the ruler,

the scale, the thermoMeter and the radiometer. They are shown what each

of these tools measures, how they are used, and 'are given achance to use

aach tool to performlleasurements.

4WERILMISIEKE.

The first grade students will demonstrate an ability to perfOrm

basic measurement tasks applying an understanding of.tLe functioning of

the following tools: ruler, thermometer, scale, and radiometer. This

Will be evaluated through the written records kept each Measurement

The teacher will need to prepare special measurement work/record

sheets for-each kind measurement. Those for the ruler and for the

scale will teed to developed by ie teacher. Successes In completion

will indicate
=

gG MATERIALS

this skill area.

aimple:rulero preferrablyYin centimeters.

A simple Seale -for weighing things, such a_ a postage sca

or a sCale for a fisherman to measu e the weight of his catchi
_ .

Preferrably: in- gram

Specially prepared ___7 olored hetm.ometer
..

for substitution). _

_
Simple radiometer- see special note

4.4

see special notes

o .substitution



VOCABULARY

Length, weight, temperature, brightness, thermometer, radiometer.

EXTENSION EXERCISES

Additional measuring experiences.

SPECIAL NOTES

In place of the specially,constructed thermometer, you may use a

pool thermometer or other type of thermometer suitable for using in

liquids and merely warp it with colored tape or cellophane. Any similar

device may be used.

The students could make their own rulers inventing any uni

length they wish, for example-, length of the t.p of their finger, the

width of their nose, the width of their hand, and so forth, using that

basic unit of measure. Make and construct rulers out of heavy paper,

color them and keep them for use for later exercises. Idiaddition to

-wing the special radI0maters teachers can use a-photographic light

. meter by constructing a colored cellophane overlay,1 over the needle loca-7_

tioniand achieve-Similar results.

This lesson will work best in learning centers. It can be adapted

to other fdrmats relatively easily, but the more direct contacts a stud

has with the actual-tools,'the more successful one experience b

There should -:-be a series of -obleccs to measu



There should be a workshee_ which has the tracings f the

objects to be measured, so that the student can indicate

the lengths on the given sides of the object.

ENTER - STING WEIGHT

There should be either a postal or kitchen scale;

2 There should be a worksheet which has a series of exact

copies of the scale face (both-should-be color coded

if possible).

3. There-should be a aseries of objects to be measured.

CENTER MEASURING TEMPERATURE

CENTER 4.

1. There should be thermometers.

There should be thermometer measuring sheets (included).

There-should be a series of hot and cold things to measure

(ice aterr, regular water, hot water, etc.).

SURING BRIGHTNESS

There should be radiometers.

2. Radiometer Worksheets (included) D-9

3. Several light sources (flashlight, lamp, the room, a

projector, etc.) which can-be measurecr.

Review the concept '.meaau

Introduce the tools and demonstrate how they are to be used.

Introduce the centers and the things-in them.

Break the class into: four groups -and, have each work

--L--Rdtate.the_class through-all four centers,

activity should be retseated more than once.,

one_center.



ENERGY MEASUREMENTS

Unit L2II (Approximate Grade Level #2)

OVERVI

This lesson has two par ( is a rerunning of lesson D2-1

which gives the students a direct experience with measuring; (2) a card

sort deck which allows the students to mitch tools to measuring tasks.

OBJECTIVES

The students will demonstrate an ability to perform basic

measurement tasks applying an understanding of the function-

tug of the following tools: ruler, thermometer, scale, and

radiometer,:

The studenta will demonstrate application of measuring skills
.

by matching measuring tools with taks through the use

manipulative card deck.

valuation for the first objective will match that of

Evaluation for the second Objective will utilize teacher Observation of::

students'-manipu ation of the card decke as we have previouslyindividual

done.

SPECIAL MATERIALS

e_ruler,prefe ably in centimeters,

A simple.acale for such as a -.postage scale

or a scale for a f ishe rman t,,- measure: the weight if his catch.

ams

7SpecialIy-prepar& tri-cOlorect-therm

D2-.!

meter.



VOCABULARY

Simple radio!'ater.

Special Card' Deck (Fig. D-I I) .

Length, weight, temperature, brightness, thermometer, radiometer.

EXTENSION EXERCISES

Additional experiences with measurement.

o'he D2_1 lesson.

LESSOWT-

2. Pass out card decks to students. Have them cut out' the decks

_cessary.

Have e or out the four measuring tools from'ro the deck.

Have them sort out all the things that can, be measured with a

scale.

Repeat for each of the tools.

: Have them play a game of gin_ where- the packs .df three are by

combining tningsthat can be measured with the same tools.-

card game.Have them in mit their o

gaabfgamilrit_



LESSON P

a

This lesson will: work best in learning centers. It can be adapted

to other formats relatively-easily, but the more direct contact a student

s with the actual tools, the-More. successful the experience will be.

C

CENTER 2.

MEASURING LENGTH,-

1. There should be rulers.

There should be series of objects to measure.

There should be a worksheet which has the tracings of the

objects be measured "so that the student can indicate

the lgngths ors thWgiven sides of the object.

MEASURING WEIGHT

There should be either A postal or a. kitchen scale.

The;ie shoUld-be a worksheet which. has a,series of exact

copies of the scale face (both should be color coded

if possible)

There should be a series of objects to be measured.

C TER 3 , MT-ASURING: TEMPERATURE

he uters (see the. special note).

:There should be. thermometer measuring sheets (Included).-

:There should be a series hot and cold things to measure

(ice water, regular-wate hot water .etc.).

URING BRIGHTNESS

There should be radiome
_ ;--

,-

.Radiometer worksheets- ricluded).

ee note

Several:Jight-40urces- aahlight, lgthpi- he room; a

= projector, etc. ):-which can be-measured:.



LESSON P

Review the concept of measurement.

Introduce the tools and- .demonstrate ho* they are to be used.

Introduce the centers and the things in them:

Break the class into four Iroups and have each work in one center.

Rotate the class through all four centers.

This activity should be repeated more than

SPEC NOTES

The teacher is -erred try specialnotes in unit D
2-K

of th.f,s

section in relation to king.substitut thermometrs. The students ..

could make theit oWn rulers inventing it of length 7they wish, for

example, length of the tip of their finger, the width of-their nose,- -the.

widdibf their hantl,,andso forth= using that basic of measure.
'4 4 ;

Make and construct rulers out of hedvy paper, color them anditu-eptham

for use for later exercies. In addition to using the .special radiometera,

teachers can use a photographic light meter by constructing a rorored

cellophane overlay over the needle location and aciev-e stmilar results,
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OVERVI

Unit I}° _oximate Grade Level. 5)

_,

Over a period of several, days, students make afieries of measure-

Ments of sunlight and temperature to see the-variation of these parameters.

an -pt.-Jona-1-4 tI'e sunstor battery charger can be used to` construct

_state f the sunlight" to obtain a -continual claia visual repre-
._

. .

sentation of ?the sun's incident =energy on the surface of _the- earth.

ddents will graph, and plot the.datA they are collecting.
- _

ING-OBJECTIVES

udents will increase theit. ability to .make e kyy meeedrementi,

partieniariy,insoiatiozqn temperature measurements-. Other skill',levels
-,

. . ..

:suc7h as re-quired in- gra phing and cure -drawin wi- al'ae be strengthe' ne.th-

AT: TION--

will obtain an.understanding o

varies on a surface over the dA*57. Students will demon& ate a knowledge

r=

tote aph

2Z35



LESSON PLAN

The teacher'will ask the class how the sun's'energy varies over

several days on the ground. Is the, energy 'constant all day long on the

4
ground, Or does the Anergy.have some maximum value at some particular

A

time of 'the day? Will .one day be the same 3s the next? Will a.. tilted.

solar collector receive more sola-_ energy than a collector laid flat

horizontal Plane? The teacher will suggest to the class that they actu-

do a "scientific experiment" to find answers

ACTIVITI S

The suggested f_

laSson

to these questions.

he lesson is the following:

A-large :graph can either be drawn-o:_ the blackboard or on a

piece of paper.- Along the horizontal axis of the graph will

---be-time incrementsr

.

time Should..cover the span from the

opening of school to the close of sch061,-.And one Should be

able to estimate periods as short as 15 minutes: On; the

vertical is willbe dramovnumbersfrot-0 100 (co_

ponding to the 0 to 100 reading on the meter associated with

.

the silicon photo cell) --Periodically, say every 15 to 0

minutes, a student-will go-outs ift and Measure the meter

reading with the photodell-lying flat on:a-pa-

-unobstructed piace.of ground. That stAdent can thanreta

eriodically,-aa the graph- the teacherdan call atten-'

_ -
tion tO4_tha-datatb thatpoint,and_poSe Ehe_quesion



particular

build up?"

esearch team", "How he cu e-continue to

Simultaneously with the iftsolation measurement, students can

also make. temperature measurements. As an option, the stu7

dents can draw a second-graph_to record these raga-Sure-meats.

Again the-horizontal axis will be for-the time and in this

case, the vertical s will colter the necessary- temperature .

range for the 40.-

The imam insolation measurement should;occur approximatel

at neon =time. Precceding that maximum reading and folio hag

it the- suu 's energy will dissipate. Thia,i idue.to-Che fact

the ctual do ar.intensity-at low angles of the sun is spread

greater surfaces (cosine effe

C. Also as the sun approaches the horizon, the solar

energy must pass chroagh greater and greater amounts of the

olar-energy. \atmosohere. The air -absorbs and sca era the

o- - This particular student experiment can be obtained for

single day of good, clear weather and a siagle day of ;cloudy

weather or done over a period of several continuous -days.

--notes of changes An solar. inteadity-due to Cloud

cover or= tv the sun passing behind objects such as trees

-The teacher is -referred to

With=theLluastar-battery

,the-backgrouad Maieri47that-camie-
-

- -

_ rger As an optional featar;
=

a sunstoocan,be used -As a,small collectry dna



lightbulb to develop the state of_ the suhlight as discussed

in the background material.

SPECIAL NOTES

As variation to the classroom experiment, the procedure can be

epeated with.thesilicon cell not on the horizontal surface, but tilted

pn some dbrt,L_of little, rack. The rack can be,_a mad in different direc-

ions, -due Soutb7,-East West, and even North. The students can

see for themselves, what e ect-pladement of solar_ collectors have,

the actual amount solar energy that can be collected Over the day.



Uni

DETAILED ENERGY MEASUREMENTS

D-
2

(Approximate GradeJLevel ¥6

It ii suggested that lessons Bin and

the measure t of energy requirements §y1 page E-32 and F
VI

-2-VI_

be used td demonstrate

pageF=30).''





= r

:RGY AND SOCIETY AWARENESS

ENERGY
AND
sociErr

We, in the United States, consume a huge chunk of the energy

used in the world today, while we are a small part of the world's Up-

Most of the energy we use comes from such resources as petro-

Lem, natural gas, coal and wood. All but wood are non-renewable

energy sources, that is, once they have been nerrted, they cannot be

replaced. Wood, can be replaced, but it takes years to grow new trees

to -replace ones 'cut dowm. _ Our present supply of non-renewable energy

sources is running shdrt. What an we do to keep from running out of

energy?

One thing we can do, i te look fOtik other energy sourdes-. Can you

na some?- Some of the other energy sources that exist include nuclear,

droelectric (dams),i geothermal, tidal, and solar. There are many prob-

lems mdIimitations-tcF=-these- -es.yp Nuclear energy is 'costly
" =,

requiring sophisticated techniques in-its -applicatlon, along with prob

lems concerned with waste disposal. Permanent containment-of-nuclear.

aite (fission products) is a-major issue. Hydroelectric, orTen.e_rgy that

comes from dams has already been. fully _utilized in the United States and
. -

-a ---:-few other -potential hydtoeIectric-_=inergy----sources-:,exist--7---.----Geothermal
_

en in- the farm of:.steam or-hot water that comes 'from the eart may_

-to-the euvirenment- since it nóñtá --tiritiailtdd T ials
- - - - , - --

e geother_

ener /- lint," -problems- th tidal ellp -exist -because-of=the

d 4dli;e

,c-oas -el we er---1117
s;

erg _tde Sdl ever e f-

ts---on -h earth ha,

tha



and it can b& used from heating hot water to producing electricity. One

problem that exists with shier energy,' as well as other energy forms, is

the cost of converting it to usable form. .Presently,(1978) it costs less

to produce electricity from fossil fuels than from other energy forms.

Another th''ing we can do to keep from _ninesho of energy, is

to conserveconserve'energr.. Conserving energy means to use less and waste less

-energy. In this way we can stretch the ligetime of our present non-

enewable energy sources. _There are ny -ways cohserving energy
_ .

ry -

our-homes. Can yob name-a few? Sole ways to save -ener

given below:

77-

y use lights

in the home ar

hey Ate necessary, unlash. of course-,

_

-if you're the kind that sees-in the dark,- yOU.won be need- .

y-use:hot water when necessary_ and lower the temperature__

cOntrol on your water heater. taring the temperdrure on

water heaters saves en

le or cooling, keep all outside windows aricrdoort

-clo- -ThiSitepSenergyfrom etting away frbactis._ .



temperature (usually called room temperature ).` warmer we

the inside to be more heat must be added and'Mpre

energy is used. We also use energy to run air conditioners

in the tlimmOr to keep tha inside cooler than outside. By ---

using the air conditioner less, we may get a little warmer,,

but we can save alot of enei

the warty ways td save energy.



sTogy-oF SOLAR ENER

In prehistoric times, it may have been- obvious to human beings that

the sun was essential to:life .on earth, giving off solar light and heat.

Many of the early cultures that developed identified the sun as a God, the

creator of life- on earth. The Attecs, Incas, 3abylonians,,,and Egyptians,

were suit god worthippe

Direct, natural use of the sun been practiced since, the begin-

otagricultUre not only'for-4rowIng plants alto for drying fruits

.vegetable 'and other crops. Early Aviliiation explored other Ways of

olar energy. The Egyptians found ways to store solar hea

ough transparent surfaces

'brackish eater The

'vessels,

t

The Arab used tOler energy to distil

ecs used solar energy to d claypottery and__

i unUtUal'use'of solar eneruse` made'by Archimedes ina mili-

onf ont- on between Greek soldiers and sd invading

the-harbor ci

_n ;fleet in

atuse, Greece in 212 B. C... is told hat

:Greek soldie_ i 'id up -along t

refleet--SUnlight-ori\the invading Roman fleet. The high concentration Of

nough teraet-ifire--to-thee.
--___

d used eheir-shields to

focuse warships --_wat

t centruy A.

o 4r it e e-__ les n a tom nc en 2

'en -6 r- a =in so a energy-_

c __oge



Interest solar energy increased during the Renaissance era as

scientists used solar devices in theft experiments to burn substances,

raisel water

the story of

per rmed s

and to heat or melt metals.

Archimedes, in the seventeenth century, Athanasius Kircher

Eighteen hundred years fter

experiments to set fire to a woodpile at distance in

order to determine the validity, of theistory of Archimedes.

t _a

Further:investigation led by, George Buffon demonstrated in 1747,

a woodpile 60 meters (197ft)

small-flit mirror

bUrning the Roman

gea

way can be ignited Using a numbe

nt Buffon concluded that Archimedes' feat id-

-ps'wes possible.

ine-Lavo founder o modern Chemistry .discaveredthe o
.

a e gas produced, by: -ense heat concentrated-Onto'mercurit

.eixide by
_

urea ..up

at. system of lenses directed toward the_sitn. (1774)

tp.1760°C (3200°P) were produced by the lens-system.

sunlight wa

lf_ of t

energ
,s-

,natable a V

-e± -Au

co

n

9. a gen

e era-
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1872, large scale.utilization of solar ener

Chile by Wilson. A solar

Baas ,developed in

11 was built to-provide much needed fresh

water from 'salt water. This still operated for 40 years and suppled

up to 6,000 gallons of 'fresh water per day.,

Significant developments were occurring at the dawn of the 20th

century._ New ,ideas began to -c-rop7.up as combined solar steam powered,

devices and storage batteries were developed -as possible power systems.
,

Experimenters ire us n more_ sophisticated engines to improve effi-

ciencies. A different approach to solar engines was developed by Will

and Boyle from 1902 to 1918. They used what is now 1zt wna as flat pla

collectors tp absorb sunlight. These s became well developed for

domeatic hor water heating in the Solithwestern United States and Florida.
_

j But with the discovery-of cheap oil and natural' gas- that occurred, solar

hot water ay.

heaters.

than ga fS ired'Laer

912, Frank Shuman an thers, developed the world's largest

solar _

plant in Egypt The ea _

used to drive the watr p lieump was-roduced by paraboli cylinders reflect-

an absorber rube. Each, cylinder was 62 meters long

&total area of 1200 square teeters .

d- Chea

kr -energy for ,practidal purposes-, has-164- be _

in, thaisrea of- 'hot' a

paeg_aucces

d ese iere rem 1n in u8C.



Deve p made by Bell Telephones' scientists in the 1950's,

greatly improved solar energy conv iibn into eledtricity: firs made

by Berquerel in 1839. The new photovoltaic_ cell lacer became useful in

providing power for spacecraft. is new energy source was promising to

space exploration as a cheap_power suppl, but compari(d to providing domes-

id,power on earth, conventional electricity generating systems such eass

steam.turbint power DIantIos,tS-far-lAss



ENERGY AND THE WAY WE LIVE OUR LIVES

Unit Et, (Approximate Grade Level K)

OVERVIEW

This lesson will tend to introduce to-the students the connective

between the use of energy and the -way they live. The students will be

directed in play to pretend they are in the "old times" and therefore

live with energy form f that time

LEARNOGrOHJECTIVES

Students, t.7-.13.l be introduced to the concepten involved ith

their :life stylep by directed play. The play will be pretending they

the "old times"1

VALUATION

SPEC

e e7.--are no specialmateria - equired for this lesson: Items

ov ied to fit in with the-play.

--LESSON PLM

.=.'-!.

,

he folly ne-bethod--Of-dirett g-the_piay o w_studen
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energy they might see used. gasoline in cars, electricity

in lines, chimneys where we burl wood, children riding

bicycles and so forth.

Students may reru. n,to thi.cla sioom and discuss the energy

they have seen, the ways it is

energy may be conserved.

ed and :the possible ways

Again this typ= d lesson- % -mainly used as a thpUght provokdr.

teacher is encouraged .to use originality and modificatio' so-Aesired.

,

This f lesson can be fitted very well'into a genera social atudies

or otner_humanities type program.
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ENERGY USING DEVICES THAT ARE IMPORTAITT IN OUR LIVES

OvERvil.7

.Unit
V

(Approximate Grade Level i4)

a class discussion about energy using devices, the students

very-impo a-

ite a short essay on things that rise energy that are

in their lives. After the essays are written, each stu
,

drkt, in turn, will read his written material. The teacher at his dis-

cret1on, may/have a brief alas

energy is important in the way they, live theirwill very-.quickly see how

lives.

LE G OBJECTIVES

ussion following each es iY.,- 'The: class

e students will, thrOugh self examination determine items that

_ergy that are important in, their individual live

EVALUATION

The students will participate and writ

ings ttat use energy that'are important to

_SFECIAL.MATERIALS

.

spec hl materials are needed:

VOCABULARY

Energy, EIectricity- Gas,

e eone pa\.ragraph essay at out

them.

or his lesson.-

Strle_:



LESSON PLAN'

'The- teacher will. ASk-the-students to. look around the classroom and

identify items that use energy. The students

a 14ariety of item

will be encouraged to find

hat use more than'One energy source, .g., such.

radios using electricity, heaters or stoves using,natural-gas items that

might use bottle gas, etc:. Once the clasiroom distussion 'has 'doncluded,'

the teacher will ask the students to stop and think a moment about things

at hote'thet use energy, that they-conaider very important, in the way they -

live their'liveS. The teacher will then- askeach student' to write a

short-essay about those things
1 .

Following the lead in motivation, the students will'be given

approximately' 15\to 30 minutes, depending upon Oe individual class,

Each student 44111 be allowed to stand and read-the essay.--

The teacher may, if so--deeired, conduct a:brief-diacussion folio
41

g eadk.es ay.--AbOt theLltems mentioned .

The...teacher should be-Making note Of -a particular item that the-

stUdenta
7

hatel'Off, By and lAtge

Lyrite about the raipairikents

about-in-of the Students usu

6 1- t-i'-iseeyai':' e'teacher-CarCiAlk'to-the'
1- - _,--- -,_, _ _, _ ____, _. _

e ovarious houg_ ere important
-,,-

. 1 -,

the-read

tudenta-abo

a

conc$



SPECIAL NOTES'

This lesSon can be very easily bridge to studies dealings in the

social sciences. Studenrs can carry out projects such as collecting infor-

mation about, things that use energy that appear in the newspapers, or any

.
other lesson that the teacher may determine'connects with the use of energy.



OVERVI

SOLAR ENERGY SYSTEMS

Unit E
IV

,(Approximate Grade Level #4)

is suggested thit the teacher read the supplied background,

fnforma'ion'on solar energy syetems here conducting this lesson.) The

are introduced to the concept of a. basic solar energy systemstudents

composed_

storm

our maj r codPonents (a solar energy collector, a method o
-s.

collected energy in some form to-be. used later, a method of

transporting the stored or directly collected energy to whete it is needed,

and <some method -of Cant

dents vial perform

prdiiious -lessons hitt this time the-, students analyze the- var s functions

ollihg the overall system operat=ion) The stu--__ . .

e-experitienta. some Of which may have been donewhich

that are going on. pimple 'experiments are: bars with
.

.cettain-colorsrand + in g the -final result .as -a "solar energy: system

and 2)- anal experiments utilizing the solar of clod cooker and/or

sun s ore battery charger.

OBjECTIVES

Tere introduCedto the concept o a. solar energyeystem,-,tuts= - ...-

t r ith--varfaua--44xpleElleviCesItobetter\UnderStand the
. =

ALUNDION.

cva o o c omoonen c

raw u o em



SPECIAL MATERIALS`

Two or three empty jars (large size mayonnaise jars will be

ideal)

Necessary materials for each student or-teams of students to

construct '100 hot dog cookers". (Optional)

store scila charger' (optiona

Tr Control, System

TIVATION

. ,the t e -question tai the arudent a system?" (A sys,em

a.serieS-of components or pieces put together in such-a.way_that ehey__

all-accomplish acertain task in the mo cient manner. e teacher

tap LtTcnt-Strudted by

A ruler . on top hf eraser. A small_

piece of challecan be put on the down

struik, t14`chaik-zwill fly

acro

es. to, bead-one- to

as _11'lcatap__

-cher

n p s

71111._anmji



\ , .made determine which ide the-eraser the\best job, where the

eraser should be placed along che ruler and how hard one should hit the -

_ruler (so that the chalk does not-go straight up ri the air hit the
ceiling)

to ao a system,study

Ttpls will be a "system study". The students will now be asked

solar ever

LESSON PLAN

Carry out the- motivation. Stress to the tudents the

individual role of each component in. the= c tapul cEncourage

a discussion on how big qt-whith .eras.er_,sho\uld ;he' used, how

hard one should hit the ruler,- etc.

teth in the

ollo ing Manner:

Ask the - student what will bh, needed to make a system that trill

collect sunli p its energy and let Us it later on?

The discussion gill have to he led; nd -.doubt b the teacher.

Have ,the teacher -d -the- discussion sn that th_ ants will
'-- .----\

c Iection, component _ to
1_ __,--

----
catch the sun's energy sad convert it into- some then

-that- wn Can-- store-. -water- =etc.

second, ctimphnent,, s Otte -way- o f_-_- star
, h t- -,\

-a

_come _

h_v o -1 -nee

linktftWiltirshaVidtA

ittart--rieet h



component will be some form of "control That a method of

making sure this systep works praperly (e g., turning an ,a

. pump to circulate water ,from a tank ta the solar. collector,

-turning ,on a switch to allow current to flow from the battery

tatherlight etc ).

The teacher will show the students

"Can We make these glass, jars into
. -

he- stude a paint,

he glass jars .and ask,

ar energy systems?"e_-

he outside- of one bf. the jars black- so

--that will= absotb=,the_eunlight and convert it into heat-ene .gy,

they will ,make a- "solar=callectOr". If then they fill the

a er =*d_se the cap bac=k _an the jar, that. will

,..

also b a solar energy storage _ Stem i, e outside paint

and glass Will be -.the solar callector, it ill', hot and the'

solar energy be transferred as heat o the water and

red inside the jar. Laterrhestudents, u

burn their hands, aan pick up the jar, bring

has been in the

--theyHneed-

_estion:

sun -and and Use the -ha

e

wa

rare not to

of ter

where

they will_ became the .transport campanent

at' about the rontrol'courpanent? If the _students.,

paint half dialbdttre,blaCk:and half the baitle_whIte thin-
. _

_
Paxt-Jo a 11"be-a olar 'callieto a --,thei-flhal--

am he nside weer- after -a spec

ivt Ctt s i of-control pa n&-,w
--,,

a

Acec a _v ra ures co l,tro,

on

rtititptetelyal -41A :94 theft'



be painted in some pattern so that approximately hal

is white and half theAar.is black.

e jar

After the paih he dried. car 'Lilly:fill She -jars with water.

and replace the caps,.
,

.Place theijars in bright sunlight for approximately 30

--__ndbutes\kthe specific= tie in the sun canplaced be determined=
.

to obtain amaximum effect cif the experiment} After the
A

\

specific \time has elapsed, have thei students go out aide And'

measure the 'temperature of the water using:a\thermo er

at are the Are the%'differentl_ 0

painting. the jar wilts or partially wilite controlled the

e erature df >th inside

The experiment can: be repeated using di erent---7 orms,of pat7

erns -on he jar and etting the jars si t .in the sun for di

nt periods- time.

e student can each_ make, as :an. optional exercise, a 10c

--7- isolar-hot- dog-,,c6oker=_-HAVe_thi-students_analyze-how the hot=

,
= ddeCoOker-;_,wor elitionto,:a solar: energY!'aystem.

_of tec
= =

_eases nd=- Veff e .are ac

etie

rqm



the hot dog cooks, it is transported to the sun by mechanical
: A

methods (the students' hands). The control is accomplished

by how well, we aim the hot 'dog cooker to the sun and-'how long

we allow it to Sit and collect the solar energy.

another _optional adjunct Co the lesson can be demonstra-
.

tioir of the ;sun store battery charger. The photoyoltaic sOlar.

'cells act ai a solar energy collector. They convert the solar
\

light energy directly into electricity ..and then the ectricity

is transported along the wires. to theThattery. The electrical_

, energy is- then stored, inside the batteries in the far

hemical energy. We can then later transport that -ener = _i.e.,,

take the batteries and. carry them to wh

such deyi-tes as toys or: flashlights.-

SPECIAL, NOTES''

- I This -lesson in general is eonsidered- very beneficial from the
.

standpoint of teaching the stUdents. the art of observation and logical

choughts_about things in our everyday can look at many tasks

or Jobs we do using :a "system approach" of

-,-1,4analyzing -how wed° things preV,by atep, to achieve a method of accott-

shing,:a.;:taskin, a- mos t manner. Siren- the ,simple. teak:

s7y_spfrils

)-- _ny..02:MP.xitssapAr

th

- - - -

en. a _

a. , --emponents o thysTemr.:,a_
_

a c _n _ cc



OVERVIEW,

-Students

ELEaTRICITY AND ENERGY; CONSERVATION

Unit E_
V

(Approximate Grade Level #5)
I

11 .measurete

home and possibly also at

amount of electrical

h school-p_

Utilized o le-

_leCtr c utility "meters at
.

ses.- The students will log the

period of time and _o cor

late the energyused

The student

sien-,-come up-with sugg

energy use

can discuss t

c energy drawing appliances

,'results and-through the-discu

ted-Ways cf onserving-energy-to minimize ele

rodents that) -Wish o carry cud an energy conser.
I

-Vation program cortela ng the actual Sav ngs with continual, electrical

he students will earn c nc.ejts of energy conservation. Thy il

ors
.._

.

and then conduct Surveys of ele -
H.

.

findings cf -the'student they will iug--

to ead ele

trical ene-

elect

VA

Eilaenis= will aiicce re' to ead-thd-4

1



A teacher an ask.the.students if they likr!-..to save moe ey? A

they all siy "ye thE teacher Can Point gut that one way to -save money

is to conserve energy becad

_

ergy is very, expensive today.i The teacher -
t

can ask the students if any o would like

trical energy.

.meter and how to. -save elec

The lesson-

to learn how save le
ic

learn how- o,read the electric

isiauggested that the teacher first read the backg ound _meter a

budgatIng electvicit) to familiarize themselveslith the Ithod.af,read-

g meters,. the method/
/

energy requirementA bf.

calculatin kilowatt-hours, to 1 arn-approximate

and obtain ions ED r- con-

e eacher will show the students Jiew

meter -(C.Y--pages E738 thropih t -43).
/

o re d air electric

an ; tien make a meaninku

i --
:

1 supplying td' the students cetain-electr al applanea. It

-_ Mien can- be sugged-tWthamt-to-what:pirlod achAayi-thesel_.=-, _,_=

-I.

be x- unv e_ .g. two'75wa t e- ac.__t--r-ic al ;light

',each :day -etU tints :ca

=_e-1-, ..--- 7.---9
pyaettibur --used-peTI,Ipon

h exercise

appliance -

ulis fo'

latetthexamount-oft_

CP-rdays:M-- h



The, student s can then make a. ll'at of-ttets in the school that

.uSe_electrical energy and/ items in their homes thet use

electrical4ener y. Aame the students-tefer to the list of,

mar 0_al appliances and electrical hauseware'and
-

-small-appliances\that ate supplied with the background infar-.

Marion for the teacher.

estudenta-estimatet how much h-electrical ener

-think the school aid /q theii, hate:may consume each month.

Have the students that carry out electrical energy' measure-

meats by reading heir _ctric ty _meter.

. _

The students can take their/ikimit andand make average

daily energy use estimate

Have the `;students compare their Idail y 'me r--readings with

A

SPECiii'NOIE$

Class disduasion can then be held-on -_ays of con Serving 1

, ---+--,-----
-c many (e g. tUrning n LightS at hote:in:roobs :that

: .

I:

are pOt:in;use Utilizing anergy,conserming techniques wtn-

r 1.--

net eratnrs etc.
1 .

:1
./

e,teachar a

a

- _

-this-,point-may wish o-xeshow-the,f11=-strip71:nnAx
A-

thaffrliargra levels

ateMetiOdS-..OT c n eperg as a
_ =

nd:_discuss-the genera ncep cif` e

stOdinba,,naret-WO irre-
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SOLAR frNERGY SYSTEMS

Con rertin Radiant Energy Intel Heat

rgy is considered the ability o do Work; energy can take ma4y

forms. We can have light energy,_heac energy, mechanical energy,

electr.i al energy, etc. f clne were to set up a hierarchy' of the most

important energy forms in relation to the earth, light energy would no

at the head of the,I One could present arguments todoubt be

chat all :energy

r.example, all

s we h ve on earth can he traced hack to the sun.
.

ssil fuels that we have on th could have

th e -its of 1

through the courtesy

their origin traced, back/ to

.ancient vegetation and animal life that exi ted

MUU# .LLiMQC

light energy "which we receive fro the sun depdnds upon many
.

. . .

. _

Such _-things as the size of the sun,the distance the . sun

from- the- earthi and the -6-nrf ce temperature of the sun all help

efine.the.amoUnt and kind of light energy we_ receive here on earth.
=

In the case otf the -sun, the_surface temperature is-mbOUt
- ___--- -- -----. _---.-

__K °K) IdegeS 1v-in r_f_er to an absolute temperature Scale)...

---------7-7 ---------- --I- -' ---ii-

zero
_

_,---- i

zero 7,--eies=-Ke--1---V-E, everything will hedome -Id-Id----th-e-E4.-421-atryinit--
-----

,

ton will cease-- The temperature of water_ free zing_ocdurs ,dt 273°K

gen:degrees-1Klvin-andiiiirees,

b-_ante=

u _ n b_

aitirtt

177- ho' tags



b black to ue when, v ery little rad ion is p2flec ed, from the surface
_

I

1-

the obj. ct back to bur eyes. It the case of black Objects, they become
\-,

I

very hot since the 4ago ity of the light energy is ebsorbed_and trans-
1

feired to heat

fipple Bola. i Collectors

We can form. a ple solar collector bylthe pain of a pop

bo L16 bla
_

ck. In thie.case, the sunlight fall. on black-painted
-

out de --of the -pop botle. If the bodEle.islfilled with ater, the 4light

/energy that i.s-convertd-into heat will be transferred into the-water

the loclal conditions,inside of the-bottle.- hen-baSedori

cold- it s outaide,-the-amot of wind blowing, etc., an equilibriuM
. = ------

un-----

-w-lal=be set up between the amount Of light energy coming in_
I:

.e.i how

bOttle_and the amount- of ,enemy being lOst by.the

on a' gOod:summer's da

temperaz6te.
/

the bottle

bottle.

water might get about 10 I

the

wild _ind
1

_/if our, desire was--to obtain water the range temper ures 90

o
_

1'00 degreei Fahrenheit this ,simple',painted black bottle wou d be

1- the soler ihermal .system we might actually require.

,

Swimming pools only n rurally are heated in the range of_ _

otaequently',- sw imming .sOlar-thermal Syste

a-v_ .-Simple-frollector ---110Obing---tore.m.s.:needed-tham.a series
,

that -a,-e attached to *a' black Imaterial at- absorbs the su ht n-

can use

pipes_

': them `ranee this energy- lnt

a/c -cessive%,,T4Inds the area, th is

6_7hea

t rways.- a therezare-

olii'system-nb dIl woke quffii



Absorber Plate Construction

\In the case of the painted black bottle, we can easily visualize

that whenever the Sunlight strikes the surface of.the blackened. bottle,

that sunlight can very easily be converted heat energy. The heat

energy, in turn, transfers into the water. As we are= visualizing,

imagine' taking the round pop bo le and make it into a shallow flat

tank that is very wide and very long, but perhaps only a fraction of an

inch thick. Now you can see that if we fill this with wat

have,e-Iarge surface area to dhtercept the sofatradia oh aid a- large

area to convert the light energy into heat and transfer into the water -.,

-As a result, the.water should very quickly come up to te&peraturs. If

ye were now to make holes at the top and bottom of this very flat

container, so that heated water was taketr` -f`_ n, the top, and new cold-

w ter added to the:bottom we would have a good: soles thermal collettor.

Howeve this design -dif itult to construct in a way that

would allow alsmooth flow of water all over the solar 'collector. 'Another

design could be to take a heet of topper. Serpertine copper

tubing along the surface of the copper sheet and solder it into plate.

Than-paint the whola_as embly-hlack (See Figure F-1). Another method of

absorber .plate: construction ht be to 'lave a =series-oftubes all

coding tbgethe bottoM4hto:larger tubes we call

-headers (See Figure F-2)._
_

-I=
..-;111e=,_vaTus types_of construction of absorber plate all have

aln-advantagea and disadvantages

-eonta ith-,the,metel surface,

The more water area we can hav6-

quicker we can have:the energy

_--,.--

-ahaferredrUutd=the7rwater -the,caser_,of,.the=blatken topper plate



Figure F-t: Serptint Qate rway Collector Design
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Lth the serpertine pipe, the copper sheet is first heated by the sun.

The heat energy must then conduct itself through the copper and finally

into the water ways. If the copper tubing is very thin and has many

turns to it, this will cause a great deal of friction as the water moves

through the pipe.. There will be a large'pressure drop_through7rhe

collector. Parallel er-wayS do not have so much friction involved,

--with them. However, if the pi?es are widely spaced so that, there is

much metal between each one, the efficiency of getting the converted

light energy into the wtwr tubing may not be as great as if the

parallel copper pipes.are closely spaced. These problems of technology-

.must also, be moderated with the every day problems of.edonomics Close

spacing of the : topper tubing equires more,copper tubing td-be

This collect° will be irk/re expensive than a collector with wider

water Ways Modern solar collectors generally have compromised to a

-spacing of water ways to the circler of 6 inches,

---5-o-l-ar--Thermal Collector Designs

y °now ask the question, what

that a

aced

we wish to obtain temperatures

higher than 100°F as rem can get with.our painted-Pop:bottle Or

bther bare absorber plate design?, Then we ust find a way of not letting

the energy escape fran the absorber plate. We put insulation around a

frame and o the backside of-T he collector This insulation will-

ing

inhibit hea from being lost. The inside 'of the inaulationhase.

of aluminum foiluthat will _reflect radiantenergy back into the

collect°r._ h4.radiant-eneTgy that is being- sent out by the: collector:



To'keep the winds from blowing-Over the top of the collector,

will use a glazing. This willproduc- "dead Aix space" that will

= tend_c -keep-energy from being convected away from the surface of the

lollectbr.

o

We can improve the design of the collector to obtain higher

temperature. We can increase the amount of insulation around the sides

and back of the collector. n have more than one glazing over the

-f dead air spaces.front of the c011ector. to obtain A series

Solar Thermal Energy_ SIEmE

have molar energy systems actually produce hot water or other

useful tasks for us, the collector must be part- f a "system". %Solar-

, thermal-systems are always composed -of at least three components and

ometimes four; The -three basic components of a .solar- thermal endr

system_are:. -1) the collector -.2) some type energy storage; and 3)

method of eransporting the hot-water to where it is needed (we say hot

ate but this could be any fluid transferring the heat energy where

We have already discussed the solar'bollection-

__
Let loot at the storage system.

it is required).

component of this system.

The simple painted black pop-bo tle was a combination collet- tor.

and storage. If we take ,a tank, paint it, black and then place -the tank

in aa _:Sulated-bok with a g4Azing over the surface, _we_ have constructed

o _ as s-a -Pbread-boleLsolar hot water_heating_system. The -

sunlight- -ines-z1M4through:'-the'-,glazing-,;_and-heaes:tthetankjbf-waWl-Thes,
- : _

£

instil en 6 atop.
I

amo o- r and_t a 1-;;sy em.4..dan*a ar

ass b; o ekre uneeio-- We
x- Y

1.4

r



when the sun is shining upon it. Heat en rg tends to flow from

locations where it is hotter to locations where. it is colder. During

the day, the sun is hotter no ally'than the wa e and:consequently,.
,

theie is 4 flow, of heat into the tank. However at n._ time, this--is

not the case. Oh a clear cold winter night, the-sky. s\ far as

radiation loss is concerned, can look very, very cold. As\a result, the

radiates its energy away very quickly when the sun sets We can

=improve on the bread box design by going out and manually putting an

insulated, cover over the surface of theilazing When the-Sun is Set ing.

If-Am Bailey made a-major:breakthrough in solar collector

design when he separated the collector ftom the tank with thermal=

siphon hot ater heating system. (See Figure F-3

little water was:actually in the collector

-very little energy was-lost. :The majority of

nsulated_tank and-only lost approximately 1°F per
.

very

Shen the sun set,

i6self and consequently,:

hot water was in the

noted that ehe
,

SS tom a storage tarik depends

the tank. the amount of in

difference bttWeen tie hot water

sulat ion around. he tank

should-he

on the surface Area o

hour

and the-temperattire

on the inside of the tank and the air

surrounding the hutside of the tank.

Refer ing_tu Figure:F-3, we, can explain the the al-siphon action

hf theY,hetting-SyStem Just:LashOt-Air::.tises:Ationgattbid :Air hot

water 11 also =rise amongst -cold- water; In a, ank, -we term= this

e:,,cold;-Lwat et;_in:_the tank 1 " _ to.zthe-',Vottom,-r

and ,out -, through the?fpipihg:,to-,the to c-r -end. of the soar

olletta-Theri,-the re

sot o d arts

-dated_ e-,ac on-o uti46

s upWAt&Thir,P,47- it goe sthroughitl,the- -

-2
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collector, it is continually heated and continually rises Eventually,

the water flown out of the top of the colLpctOr into the cop of the tank.

_The top of the tank heats more and moreo the cold remaiiing water is

forced to the bottom of the tank and'the system continues. On a bright

sunny day, therMal7siphon het water heating systems can have the ware,

circulate at the ratei perhap one gallon per minute (i.e., with the

normal size home hot water heating system).

The fiurth.comObnen the system is some fo ".control". We

apply one elAment _

that the tank71

--Otherwise4

wOUldthen be -C
_

the:cold nigh_

f "control"

ordex of 18

the hermo-siphon systepi by making sure

ndhes to 2 ft above. "thy solar collector.

he sun sets, the system -wou,d reverse --'and-the,hot water

ntinually cooled by radiation away -from the collector-to

Many home ownei

=collector and tank .on

oday donot wi hav the comb nation of solar

e r roofs. In fact-, many of-the_roo s are not

constructedrin'such a way support the weight or the tank. As a result,

Many-of7-the solar systems oday follow the design of 'Figure F-4; Here _

pi.aced-lon the roof, but-the storage tank is now in

tome lOcation such as ,the garage or laundry room. We cannot obtain a

61i -al-_siphon:Circulating system-and must- introduce an electrically

e'-colItctoi- -mkt thiatii.

_AANWirdeS:_a -a _

1



PRESSURE RELIEF VALVE

SOLAR SYSTEM
STORAGE TANK

CONTROL psy m NORMAL HOT WATER
HEATER IN HOME

R THERMAL COLLECTOR
0 TO

HOUSEHOLD

MAKE UP WATER FROM M11"f SUPPLY
.

Figure -Pumped Active) Solar Thermal Hot Water Heating System



dk6ss skies. However, this (type of condition

_arder.to find in our modern society' Control is also

system damage due to freezing verheating.

becoming had and

1

needed prevent

Other forms of control syste- have, -there __e, beenintroduced.

. One could us a imple-photovhleaic- ell (that i a solar deVice that

unl ght into electricity) that could control a relay

would turn the pump MoZO on and off / !mother method of-
.

directly converts

which, in turn

of sys"con is a erehtial thermostat"

gture sensors are placed at

1n/this system, temper-

the hottoMror the storage tank, the location __

__ coldest water and at.r p of the cdllector, the 16datib

Water., A small micropro essof the

'temperaturestemperatures. If the temperature

perature- the °rage, tank

motor is turned on. :
the\rever e is

_-n1)-----'1ose energy and the Micropro e

position

of hottest

he o,

the sys dm can -gain eiRifealEIW-7-

rue, the storage tank could

pump Otorn the!

Si in of Solar System

our discussionHefore

ust_cover

Solar thermal ysterqs,

the 'determination Of hoW

the storage tank.

the topic ofisizing. That -is

-r=sizebig the Solar collector hod e
, ,

"' -; '
-should be in correspondence Che

a a=.1.7-kt11 the-collectOr and

e

a -ou -a u res b



many showers the family takes, the'amountof clothes wa= g required,

the, types of Water use appliances in the home, and many other factors..water
,

ize/tank to ac -mmodate this. demand or some
- :

One first determines the

fraction.
= ,

(economically dbing a nilt_2/3 of the demand with cola

hasibeen found most. satisfactory). It has been found, hrough practice

thumb,f one should have approxi4tely,pn* square

lector reach 1.5 gallon 4f hot water required In the

number is flexible, in actdal fact. \In, practice,

designed where there is one gallon oK storag

/
water fcir._each_sq.Uare'fOotr,of- lector t_

there

Ir

Cbyiou e m

quick !the ho

much jas 2 gallons nfstorae!,Ebr

re collector area_

haps, other\iys:cams Where

each,square firtof

_
n-:-to :storage

rater heated,

Phot v cai Soar vs ems

cussing the:, unst ,

energy stem
,

duts: elect 'city from
-.

eniergy as-in a -s lar-th __a system.

is referred back to- the short writeU

solar battery charger. i A photoyoltaiciSiblar

fight, rather, 2,1

i ,
fii.,... c mponen s of a phot0Vot c syst

.- ....,___=.
1

_cept, as. wi a7-shlar thermal solarire c
ra I _ = -1.TA

e '''
_ _ i

be_ Bolt= __ eAunli t):and-caM7erti It dlr.
-,--

-_-e- 4dt-r-i-c __ener c gra_ id
,_ -.[,1-1.;_,-,i:.,Y!,,ze-; 7'1:7-.-12, '-' .::- F5,:.; _t_.:',.:7--,_ ..1-_-':=...,

eqtrici

", 4-d
L

the same

-!-I?

lei:Inv, collects,

was -"



.While tdor all practical 'purposes a solar thermal system always

used in Conjunction with an energy storage compon0AX, this may not be

the case with solar photovoltaic systems. A good atimple might be an

electrically.dri-en water pump. This dovIte would be designed to

lng dayliiht hoperate only dur rs. The electricity from the solar

photovoltaic collectors would bje sent directly the pump, This sort

of,system would alSo selfc en c e sun was

the weather .was. cloudy overcast, not enough --__ricity_wciuld

- I

4
I

run the pump.
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U--.1r 7 sApol: imat

su ested that the t

solar e 'p,=0

read the supp

The 6tudents are introduced t.=) the loncot

conduc :11

collector, a method of scoring the collected ener,;tv in some

used Lacer, a method of :r -sporn4 'torah. or ,ii

energy to7 where it 6 needed some met

system neracion). The students will oe Al exn_

which may have been done in previous lessons but this

students analyze the various `unctions that are

,rounu

the ,ver

The simple

experiments are: 1) painting jars with certain colors and examining

the final result as a "solar energy system ", and 2) optional experiments

utilizing the solar hocdog cooker and /or the sun store battery charter

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

The students are introduced to the concept solar energy system,
0

and experiment with various simple devices to better understand the

individual role of each "component'. in the overall "sysce "

EVALUATION

The students will achieve a basic understanding of a "solar energy

system" and the various major components comprising it, This evaluation

can be achieved by having the students draw a picture of a solar system

pointing out the individual components.



mate

inn viLu lly conscru "10c

Sun. for solar

_oileccor, S Era

TIC

student or tea

Con,_ ,scem

er-" (JO,: na

This lesson in general is consider el ver4 benefici from the

standpoint of teaching the students the at of observation and logical

thoughts about things in our everyday live,4. We can look many

:asks or jobs we do using a "system approach". This ,-.1.mply a matter

luting how we de things step by step, to achieve a method of

accomplishing a cask in a most efficient manner.' Even the simple task

Ling on paper can be approached as a system, e.g., the most

effective way of holding pencil, best angle that the paper should

ne turned on the table, the proper pressure applied during writing,, and

any other specific component that may be of prime importance. s Follow-

activities, the students can pick a system their own choosing

write a small essay listing the various components of the system and

what the various tasks are that the components accomplish.



-br the not ::n studnts ibe

role btf e.lch ,:mper.ent 'a the c=itaphl:

on how Oig or which eraser should .oe use:: hot,: ttrb ouo shouln

the culer,

iarrY out a blackboard study solar air: sysrem in ne

As the student what will be needed to rnake system :-nar

will collect sunlight, keen its enerc,-v and Let U8 use it latur on:

The discussion will have to be led, no doubt by the teacher.

the reacher lead the discuszAon so that the students will see- that

the things needed are: 1) a collection component to catch the

sun's energy and convert it into some other foLn that we can store

(e.g., heat into water, electricity, etc.). A second component

will he 2omewav of storing that energy (a hot water tank, batteries,

etc.). The third component will he some "transport subsystem' that

will allow us to take the energy we have stored and put that

energy where we will need it (e.g., pipes for a hot water rank to

shower., wires from a battery to a light, etc.). The last and

fourth major component will be some form of "control". That is a

method of making sure this system works properly (e.g., turning on

a pump to circulate water from a tank to the solar collector,

turning on a switch to allow current to flow frOm the battery to

the light, etc.)

4

F-21
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ca ber nt

L.71.ass

:f ,Ittside .

tt-

will absorb he shanlih7c and donvert ic into heat energy, tile,:

wil] solar ocrietc=or" :f :en :hey fill the with

screw the can back on the jar. :hr will also ne t

energ c;trage the outside naint d d lass will be

:he solar cclladtnr, ic nl et hoc Ind Chet, solir herg7.- pt

.ransferred as neg.: ftz the water inn cortan anside the tIr_

Later the scucents, using care nipt co burn their hands, can 7ick

jar, brin it in afzec ns :peen in tbe s,tan

and use the hoc water where they need it, i.e., they will become

the transport cmponeat. Question: Whz:t about the control

component? :f the students paint half the boc:_le black Ind hal

the bottle white, then only part of the jar will be a solar

collector and the final temperature of the inside water after a

specific period of time will not be as hot (this form of control

painting is one way spacecraft have their inside temperatures

controlled).

3. Have the students naint one jar complete y black. Have them

paint another jar completely white. A third jar should then be

painted in s- e pattern so that approximately half the jar is

white and half the jar is black.

6. After the paint has dried, carefully fill the jars with water

and replace the caps.

F-22



,cfhe

clne _:u.r..se Ana

,.)C the were:- usi.n!g A thermomer_er,

.:hey our j.:zr whfz-J =r wh,,ce

='ae celhrert-_Lre of :hs Lnstacit

exp.arimenc 17,'2 7eLlted osin .j.1=Jecenr

on :na ]ar a1,76 erHi no jars stc .a :ne sun

Derios, of rime.

The students can each --.:Jake, a or c solar

hotdog ooker. sLIdents- dnal,.7,:a how the

works in relatIon t.3 a solAr energy system. The sunlight

.-oliected over an aluminum roil surface, t iS then reflected

onto the hocdog itself. Thc hotdog then alcorbs the sollr eher,gy

and stores- it inside the skin of the hotdog As more energy is

stored, the temperature of the hotdog increases and eventually

cooks. There are actually two forms of transport of energy here.

The light et g-.y is reflected onto the hotdog and is transported

from the aluminum surface to the hotdog by optical methods. Dnce

the hotdog cooks, it is transported to br mechanical methods (the

Students' hands). The control is accom'ilished bv how well we

aim the hocdog cooker to the sun and how long we allow it- to sit

and collect the solar energy.



ulonu cbt- 7M+:!

:JA:f77

latLrvn tr::as-Dcr: r=ak6-

arrY Ihk2m to %;aet,. we p.od he7:1 7.o run

Tr7:7AT_fON

?oso the luestion to the tu(-17-1',, "Wbar- -= a sr,-ztem' A SysCm

Is series of components or pieces put totl-ler in such a w:tv that :Ilev

1 7
.an a certain tasK In che most efficient manner.) fhe

eacher can illustrate a concept of a "system" using a very simple ,,levioe

a

such as a small catapult constructed by laying a ruler on rap of an

eraser. A smell piece of chalk can be ?ut an the downside of the ruler

and when the high side is struck, the chalk will fly across the room.

The teacher can say the job that wishes to be done is to shoot the chalA

as far as one can. To aocomplish this task, the catapult- is our "system".

The various components of the system are the chalk, the ruler, the eraser,

and the person who hits the ruler to fire the chalk. A study can be

trade'ade to determine which side the eraser does the best job, where the

eraser should be placed along the ruler, and how hard one shoUld hit

the ruler (So that the chalk does not go straight up in the air or hit

the ceiling). This will be a "system 'idv". The students will now be

asked to do a system study in solar energy.
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Students are introduced to rho concept of shielding the absorber

solar en_ the environment around it that tends ro want to

This is done by placing the absorber in an insulated box

(protects he absorber from£tom wind and cooler temperatures at back and

sides) with a transparent glazing over the front (provides a "dead air

space" to act as an insulator bur still allows the sunlight to beam on

to the absorber),

EQ SATION

SPECIAL MATERIALS_

Glass

Polystyrene foam picnic cooler

Some alumin foil

Some black construction paper
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Thumbtacks

Trio icent :sin plastic

ee

:tog ma ri

::,1-72 Sc :tles -'-,- Ease ,etc -' :e.,1 'Dlack

Absorber, collector, storage, "breadbox collector c 71g,

it too

ITIES

Review the students the lesson r
IV

zo a-

mind how dark colored items absorb the light energy

Sun and conve t it to heat energy.

Have the students make a new series of black painted soda pop

bottles (the students can alternatively paint the bottles

any other dark color such as brown, dark

may consider more esthetically more pleasing

n, etc. that they

Put these bottles in the Sun to be heated by solar energy

e the following culler items are prepared.

Take the picnic food keeper and either paint the inside

black or line the inside with black construction papas.

you paint the inside be are that some of the spray paints
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melt the

The cJnstruct

ve

rene on L:-1

. can be installe

uch AA L

ti

use the unit as an oven I others i se the heat _Led

go to stmt dr the glue and the temperature remain

low)

Take one of the painted boles that 14: the light, aj

measure and recur the temperature of the water use A

thermometer that can :.,it within the neck the bott and

make sure the bo

20 to 30 minute_

Lightly c

rte has been in direct

stop the bottle so that fluid will not s

The question is now, 'How pan we obtain a higher

water than was a

azure

d at by letting the bottle sit in

the Sun?". The bottle should have arrived a uilibrium

temperature. That is, a balance will have been reached

between the input bf energy via the Sunlight and energy

losses of the bottle (primarily by the outside of the bottle

being direct contact with the cooler outside air, especially

if there is any sort of a breeze or movement of the-air

about the bottle). The method must be to somehow "insulate"

the bottle from the environment around it but still he

Solar Energy fall on it.
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Plade the dorked hocr]ed insi:a 0: the preparea.d

ae euro the bottle i6 more or less si-anaing Iht=411:.

an oven thermometer or what aver ::pa vou mav have,

inside the food keeper to such a wav ihat you zan IL .

from the ton.

Take the transparent hlastic wrapptno material and nking

thumbtacks seal off the opening f-che food keeper

lak ng zate act io tip over bottle, placd ine

keeper with the bottle inside and the top sealed off in

Sunlight so that the Solar energy can directly shine in co

the food keeper ad fall. on the bottle and other parts of

that have been blackened.

Observe how the temperature rises inside of the box by look-
vvvvv":,

ing through the plastic wrap at the interior thc:mometer.

When the temperature seems to be steady, carefully remove

the plastic wrap, take out the bottle, and measure the

temperature of the water. It should be many degrees hotter

than when the bottle stood alone in the Sun.

EXTENSION EXERCISES

As a more excited exercise the students can toke food such

as a hot dog, or other bit food that might want to be warmed

before it is eaten. Wrap the item in foil paper and then

wrap it again in black construction paper. Put this back

F-
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SOLAR RNERGY

Y. lipnrox.,_mate ,;rade

Student are f _Mown $oLar energ systems. its part:ehlir

lesson they are introdueted to cemponents that arc more would be

seen an the eommerci ._ market than as home made rr,1]ct. '.xperiment,

carried 'out by the students to better understand

nolieeors operate.

OBJE

h(nJ .jlat nlare solar

This lesson is a continuation of the education of the student into

the construction of flat plate solar thermal collectors. In particular

students are shown a "commercial" design, and one of the objectives of

the lesson might be Considered consumer education.

SPECIAL MATERIALS

Special 3" x 8" solar collector or equivalent

VOCABOIARY

Absorber, collector, glazin ,,insulation

ACTIVITIES

-Review with the students the lesson B.5.V. Have the

students remake the devices used in that lesson.

The solar collector system that- initially was made ii lesson

B.5.V using the 'food keepr and black bottle, is known as a

"hreadbox" solar water heater. This type of system was very

popular before the turn of the century, And for that matter
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is still used by many people. One of the main problems with

bhe

=

unit is that the collection and storage subsystems are

one in the same (i.e. the painted bottle is the absorber

f the solar energy and it is .also the place where the

heated water,is stored.). .This is a problem because when

the'Sun ,.is no longer beaming on the bottle, the water will

very quickly cool down. When the therthosiphan hot water

heating system -a developed in 1909 (see\The Solar System

Background information supplied with the cu \iculum) the

water was heated using a "flat plate" solar col4ector and

then the heated water was stored in a highly insulated tank.

Students can be shown the minature flat plate, solar thermal

collector, -and pose to the class the question of how they

think the internal parts. are cdnstructed.

After a sufficient disc scion, th'e side of the collector (the

side with only two sheet

interior construction examined.

,a1 screws) can be removed and in

,Reassembly the collector and using a,cork, stop up one end

of the copper tube (this will'nov becOme the qtottom of _the

collec

Sill the tube with, water i.e. the copper will now ecome

metal test tube with a solar collect__ attached to and

place it in-the Sun iorthac the glazed side, is facing as

directly as possibre to 'the Sun.
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Using a long -thin thermometer such as a laboratory thermometer

or a meet thermometer for the oven, keep measuring the

temperature of rhe water.

Temperatures the order of 160°F ter 180°F are not uncommon

many minutes in the Sun.

This temperature is known as a stagnation" temperature and

is the hottest value the collector is-able to-achieve (when

the water is flowing in and out of a collector into-a tank

the total mass or volume of wateris much.higher, and therefore

even if no water is'usedjt will take many times longer to,

obtain near stagnation temperatures).

Have the students now compare the temperdtureaobtained with

the bare painted bottle, the painted bottle in the breadbox

Collector, and finally the temperatdres of he flat plate

colleetor.. Have the students make.lists of tasks that would

require-these different temperature (e.g. heating a. pool

or spa, heating hot water to bath in, and using hot water-to

heat your home).

Have the students contact some local solar.en-rgy companies

to obtain information about the solar collectors and systems

that they market.



Havethe= students bring
their-collective TinfiMat on to class.

Have class
discussions about the equipment. Compare

the small solar collector used n'the lesson.

Have the students compare costs and in general
discuss the

purchase of a solar system as young consumers.

EXTENSIGN ACTIVITIES

a continuation of the lesson, have the students continue to
collect' solar

information. A file of solar equipment could be maintained.Have the students find local residents who have solar systems on theirhomes or business. Have some of the students
interview them and report

their findings back to the class --poes the system perform well, ho%,Lmuch did it cost, are the people happy with their purchase, why did' they
buy solar, why the particular

system they have, etc.?
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APPENDIX A

APPLICATIONS AND DEMONSTRATIONS MATERIALS

This Appendix contains. most the materials identified for use

with the various lessons. Table A-L lists the resources that are app

cable to the lessons indicated.

Additionally a partial list of references are providid. F

further information on any of the materials descrihed herein please

contact the Principal Investigators. at the University of outhe

California.
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Table A-I. App idations and Demonstrations Materials

Section or
Lesson

D_

1IV

D
7K

Type Material

Lab Report Work Sheet

--D-eck--of:-Sorting Cards

P.P.E.C. Method

Ref ence
Appendix
Page

Figure A72 A-I5

Figure-A-3a,
A-3b-

Multi - Purpose Photo Card Deck Appendix :A

(Direct /Indirect Use of
Sunlight)

Multi-Purpose PhOto Card Deck: Appendix A
(Direct/Indirect Use of
Sunlight)

ReflectioiRefraction Work Sheet Figure C-4

Multi-Purpose Photo Card Deck Appendix A
-(Alternate Energy)

40 Slide-Set.and Cassette Demo Kit
"Viking Mission"

Ten-Cent Hot Dog Coot- Appendix A

Ten-Cent Hot Dog Cooker

Ten-Cent Hot Dog Cooker

Sun-of-Cell

Kinds of -Energy -ksheet

Kinds of Energy Worksheet

Special _Fossil Fuel Cycle
Film Strip

Ten Cent Hot Dog Cooker

Monopoly Set

TrirColor Thermometer

-Thermometer RecOrd Sheets

Ammeter Record Sh,eets

Appendix A

Appendix A

Demo Kit

Figure D-3

Figure D-3

Demo Kit

,InstrUction

Manual

Not Supplied.

Demo. Kit

Figure D-8

Figure D-9

A-4

A-4

A-4

A-28

A-28

A-28

'-A720

A-20

A-26

-A-27



Table A -L. Applications and Demonstrations Materials (Continued)

Section
Lesson

D,_,

D2

e Material

Tri-Colored Thermometer

-Simple Radiometer,

Tri-Colored-Thermometer,

Simple Radiometer

Speciel Card Deck
Tools/MeaDev.

Special Thermometer

Simple Radiometer

Solar Celt/Mece_ Radiometer

D
V

Thermometer
-,---

Solar Cell/Meter

IV

V

Reference

Demo Kit

Demo Kit

Demo Kit

Demo Kit

-Figure-D -10

Demo Kit

Demo.Kit

Demo Kit

'Demo Kit

SunStor Batsery Charger

gnifying Glass

LoOking at Energy Word Sheet

Special -Film Strip
Alternate Energy

Alternate Energy Work Sheet

Ten Cent Hot Dog Cooker

SunStor Battery Charger

Film Strip - Energy Conservation Demo Kit

Demo Kit

Demo Kit

Demo Kit

Figure E-1

Demo Ki

Figure E-2

Int.

Demo? Kit

Special Electric Meter SCE Manual
Work Sheets

SunStor (Optional) Appendix A

SunStor (Optional)

A-3.

Appendix A

Appendix
Page

A-21

A-21



MULTI-PURPOSE PHOTOGRAPHIC CARD DECK

The set of 19 photographs may be used as they appear on the page

or cut into a card deck. The photos are part he material used in

lessons:

Direct and Indirect Uses of Sunlight

Various Forms Energy Can Take

and are recommended as an adjunct to lesson:

-IV
ernative Energy Sources

hoped that the set of photos may prove versatile enough to

-a_much wider use by teachers in a. variety of other

and as thofight_motivation for the students.



-,LIZE 10 :EiCalaT!ONE

7ireen DlankS

Sectary 'merger
-Jsing Ph l

Zell:

10

People riding i
bicycle

Car in notion

Car at a
service

°lime
ion

Paned awtoonelles

Motorcycle

collector

T1 A wind generator

12 A solar heated
restaurant

13 .
The square towe
Owenio in mesa
Verdes Rational Park

-A toss
plant

A solar hot dog
cooker .

16 .Magnifying glass

An electric light

IR ouse

CHARACTERISTICS

:hew/Indirect

girect use of the sunlight
in photosynthesis process

Direct use of tee .1,mPa/it

in vivertifigtme radiant
energy ilto electricity

Indirect use of sunlight
by utilization of the wheat
grown in the fields

Direct of the sunlight
by converting solar energy
into electricity usirg the
solar cells arrays

Indirect use of solar energy
by utilizing the energy
stored in food to make the
muman muscles weft.

indirect use of solar energy
ty utilizing the sole!' energy
stored. ancient vegetation
that mas turned into oil.

Indirect use of solar energy
via energy stored in fossil
fuels.

Soler energy
e interior of

main Energy Forms

Solar radiant energy,
Chemical energy used
inphot0SyntReSIS

Solar radiant energy,
eleCtricity,tneMiCal
energy

bioenergy, neat
energy used in
baking,

Solar iudiant energy,
eleCtriCty

Chemical energy,
mechanical energy

Chemical energy.,
mechanical energy

comoical energy

Meat ever
energy

Indirect use of solar energy :Chemical energy.
by utilizing the solar energy mechanical energy
stored, ancient vegetation
that mas turned Into oil.

Direct use of swinge: to
produce heatee water.

Indirect use.of sunlight
utilizing the. wind prelim*
in weather pattern, gener-
ated by'soler energy.

Direct use of sunlight
Meat the UMW* of Attie'
restaurant in Denver, CO.

Direct use of sunlight to
keep the buildlrq warm.

19. AOOder Dam

Indirect use of olar en
by burning fossil fuel

Direct use of solar energy
to cook the not dog.--

Solar radiant
energy, heat
energy

SOW driven wind .

energy. beatenergy

Main Environmental imeatta

Produces °sow for u$
to breathe

Environmental imoact would

have been Proclucticm of
P011utant% when the plastic,
omotovoltaic cells, and
batteries were manufactured.

Productiog of pollutants
whero all of the bakery
utensils are washeo.

Production of pollutants
%nen the equipment was
manufactured and the 004tt
launched into MSC,.

Pollutants prOduce risen the
bicycle was manufactured.

Pollutants produce when the
car was ninufa4tured,
Pollutants and emission
°reduce when the car runs.

Pollutants and emissions
are given off when the gas-
oline is manufactured and
Put into automobile.

The can become very net
Inside.

Pollutants produce when the
motorcycle was manufactured;
PollistaatS and emission
produce when the car runs.

Pollutant% were produced
'when the solar collector
metal was manufactured.

Pollutants were produced
when the generator was
menufm- Ted.

Solar radiantenergy. Pollutants were produced
heat energy when the solar panels were

manufactured. .

Solar radiant energy. There was no environmental
heat energy impact by using the square

Mete

Chemical energy. heat

RoerOY, electrical
energy

Solar radiantenergy.
meat energy

Direct use of concentrated Solar radianeener
solar energy to burn Paper beet energy

Indirect use of spier energy. Radiant or light'
by utilizing fossil fuel to energy, heat eeergy.

PrOduCt electricity which in
turns lights the electric
lamp. .

Direct use of

energy to mate
grow.

sun's
plants

Indirect use of 1014r
energy via wn6ther
conditions

Solar radiant energy.
chemical, energy

Potential, energy

Pollutants are Put into
the atmosphere when fuel is
Weed. heat energy,is put
into the ocean during the
ProceS1 of river generation,

Soma pollutants wee* Oro-
duCed-when th* materials
IA*0'0 make the solar' 7r/

Welker were originally
manufactured.

Pollution produCid when the
glass weS manufactured.

Pollutants' and'earilliOnS
were produced when the
electric light was manu-
faCtored, and power plant
Pollute the atmosphere Ord-
doting electricity.

Some pollutants and ni

were OrOduCed when the
materials used to make the
green house weremanufaCturei

Pollution caused when the
dam was constructed
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RED LIGHT, GREEN LIGHT, BLUE LIGHT

by Charlene Anderson

at the plants your house and those outside your wind,:,w.

How many colors do you see? Trees, grass and even shrubs with colorful

flowers are usually green. So many green plants grow all around us that -

is hard t-o think of plants being any

weeds are red!

r. But,

PLANT NO. (COLEUS) PLANT NO. 2

sea-

Red algae, 'or seaweeds, plants without roots, grow in water, as

shallow as a few centimeters or as deep as 180 meters (about 60 feet).

ny different kinds of red algae thrive in the sea. Each has its own

special place, or niche, in the world.

Red algae live in all the oceans from the Arctic to the Antarctic.

Some have hard, cement-like skeletons to support them. Others, the soft

and slimy orris, grow on other plants. Most plants in the red algae

family range in color from pink to deep_ red to very dark purple. Some

even have green exteriors, but inside they have the red pigment, or

coloring, that gives red algae its name.

Why are most seaweeds red? We have to understand the nature of

light to answer that question. The white light which comes to the earth

from the sun is made up of all the different colors we see. Individual
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can be separated from the white light. sunset we see a beauti

ful red because all the other colors have been sifted out of white

scn_m ht a a-.3c tea 7 at=ophere

When light hits an, object, most of the lift is absorbed, or soaked

up. But some of bounces off the object and into our eyes. Whatever

color of light bounces o - the object is the color we see.

Plants on land look green because they have a green pigment,

chlorophyll, in their leaves. They soak up most of the energy in sun-

,light. But the green light bounces off the leaves and into our eyes.

Sunlight gives plants their energy. If all light from the sun

suddenly turned green most plants would die, The green light would

bounce off their leaves and they couldn't absorb the energy they need.

1

But if the sun eras green, red algae would do just fine. Because

its red pigment, red algae would absorb the green sunlight and go on

ring as if there were nothing strange about a green sun. For millions

of years, red algae has had to on blue-green light from the sun,

since the water in which it lives-absorbs most of the colors in white

sunlight.

The red light that creates such beautiful sunsets disappears f rst

as the sunlight moves into the sea water. Orange and yellow soon follow.

Blue and green light are the only colors that penetrate through the water.

If the plants living in theAtep ocean were green, most of the sunlight

reaching through the wat

enough energy to live.

uld bounce off them. They would not get
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Long ago, before there e _ plants of any color on land, red

algae adapted, or changed, from a blue -green color to red o they would

e in the blue -green light of the =)cean. Today, most of the Fieaweed

in the ocean is red.
CELLOPHANE

-TAPE

AIR
SPACE

To see how colored light affects plants, you can create youown

;)cean-like environment with a cardboard, carton and blue or green

cellophane. Find a box about 30 centimeters (one foot) by 45 centi-

meters (one and one half feet). Cut the to- _Zf. Cut large windows

in the five remaining sides of the box, leaving about five centimeters

o inches) of cardboard around the edges to frame the windows.

Cut the rectangles of blue or green cellophane for each window.

Make the pieces about one inch larger than the windows they are to cover.

Tape the cellophane to three sides of the window, leaving one side open

so air can circulate through the box. You now have created an environ-

ment similar to the undersea world.

Now you need two small. plants, one with green leaves and-one with

red leaves. Many kinds of egleus plants have r(id leaves. Place the

box in a south-facing window or on the south side of your house. Put

the plants inside the box.,
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good care of both plants and non's water then now

and then. Check them everyday Eor about two weeks-. You may want to k_

a nt_bock write down yrur daily observations. 15 there any difference

wth, rate the plan_-' Which one is Losing its color? Which

one do you think grows best in blue or green light:

the end oZ .1_
rem,;

them to normal sunlight. Dc !heir colors change? Which plant is

growing Easter now?

A-14
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HE PROBLE

RECORD SHEET

NAME

2. YOUR PREDICTION (TG, GUESS)

OBSERVATION -
WHAT HAPPENED

4 ARE SQUARES 3 AND 4 THE SAME
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SPECIAL ENERGY TEACHING APPARATUS

SIJN -OF -A- CELL: This unit is composed of a silicon photovoltaic

cell s sunlight directly into electricity), a small electric

motor

from the ,_licon cell), and a small propellor. Besides'demonstrating

the direct conversion of sunlight to electricity, the device illustrates

how energy can be cascaded from one form to another.,

motor is rated at 1-1/2 volts DC but runs well on the 1/2 volt

4'

SUNSTOR: This device is based on four (4) silicon photovoltaic

cells in series. Each cell is rated at approxImately 0.5 volt DC at

100 milliamperes. The four cells therefore produce about olt DC at

the 100 milliamp current in full sunlight. This combination is ideal

for charging two size nickel-cadmium rechargeable batteries in

parallel (each battery is rated at 1.25 volt DC and recharges at a

rate of about 50 milliamp). The extra voltage of the cells is needed

to 'insure an energy flow into the batteries. Sunstor illustrates a

"solar system" with energy storage and als© can be used as a tool in

the study of the connection of lifestyle and energy.

A-16,
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SILICON CELL TER: The combination a_single 0.5 volt 0C,

100 milliamp silicon cell with a 100 milliamp meter makes a good simple

light energy measuring device. On a bright sunny day the meter and cell

combination will read full scale. In addition to 0-100 relative

energy scale, the meter may also be considered to read roughly directly

in units of milliwatt /square centimeter (e.g. 100 milliwatts/cm2

full scale)

A-1-7
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THERMO-SIPHO HOT WATER SYSTEM: This system is composed o an

8 inch by 8 inch solar thermal collector to convert the radiation of the

ht into heat ilergy and than pass this heat into mater that is

scored in an approximate ._.ne quart tank. The side of the solar

collector is r- emoveable so that students may sea how it is made. ice

tank is not insulated and consequently the water only reaches temperatures

of about 1004F, a safe level chat feels warm but will not cause pain or

buds, The devices are used in the study of solar thermal syst

COLORTEIr_ TliERMOMTER: The Colortemp thermometer is a dual .range

(Celsius and Fahrenheit) unit that has been encased in plastic.

be used measure air or liquid temperatures. The Colortemp has also

been constructed sb that it may accept colored overlay plastic see

fay

through pieces that allow temperature to be thought of in terms of

ol, wa and hOt" colors when dealing with very young students, In

this case the Colortemp is used with a Special worksheet that h a

black and white outline bf the thermometer face. It is colored by

the students to match the real instrument and experiments are done

by drawing in the-".zed" temperature line of the thermomet

A-18



MULTI-P POSE ARDb DECK: The deck is composed of 19 4 x 5 inch

ph-tographs (printed.four to a page) that the students may cut out and

nt on cardboard. The pictures cover a wide range of ems that the

students may see in their normal lives e.loaf of bread: car in

motion; Hoover'OamT-etc.). The-pictures are numbered, and inc uded

with the set an information sheet fo the teacher that tells what

each_photo in whether it illustrates direct or indirect use of solar.

energy, the main forms of energy demonstrated, and what e vironme al

impacts it may _cause.
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SUNSTUR

Solar Battery C

WHAT MARES THE SUNSTOR WORM,

The SunStor uses a "Silicon photovoltaid" Cell to generate the

needed voltage and current to_charge two parallel "AA size nickl_

cadmium rechargeable batteries,

Silicon tells are amazing,little devices. They are made by a

sophisticated manufacturing process that takes very pu e silicon (the

basic 'component of rock 'and sand), adds slight amounts of other elements

such. as hoion and phosphorus (this pa of the techhique is called

"doping")., and eventually p ddUces the Wider. thin photovoltiid:cell. A

silicon cell will take the radiant energy (sunlight)-fellidg on it and

convert it directly into electrical-energy. Depending on how the cell

has been made, anywhere from 10% to 15% of

translated into electricity.

's energy can be

The finished silicon photo cell, like a battery, produces both

voltage d-current. The voltage that a silicon will produce .is always

about. the same, approximately one-half (1/2) volt. The AA" size

nickle cadmium of nicad'hattery produces about one-and -one - quarter

(1-1/4) volts when fully charged. The amount of current the .silidon

cell will develop depends on how physically big it is and on how much

fallingsunlight is fallingon-it.

Just as a battery has a "positive" and "negative" end; the

silicon cell has a "positive" and negat e" side. The negative



side. of the silicon .cell is the side with the lines on it; the side

thatfaces the Sun. The back car plain side is electrically
t.

P Ave :(+)7

HOW DOESJTNESVNSTOR WORK?.

One may look at "voltage" as the ability or potential for current

to flow. Just as water will run.from a higher to a lower place current

will only flow from a higher to a lower voltage. As stated above a

fully charged "AA" size,nicad battery will have a voltage of about

1-1/4 volts: Consequent14, to make current flow into it and recharge

it will. require that our little module of silicon celli prodtice a

potential or voltage greater than this amount.

More water will flow in a creek or river that has a faat or large

cu Aa' When we think of electricity, current has just about the same'

meaning. With water we measure current in terms of miles per hour or

kilometers per hour. In the case of electricity we measure current in

termS of a unit called an "ampere." The larger the current or "amperage,"

the more electrical energy that is flowing in our wirgs. Nicad battery

of the "AA".size should be recharged,at a rate of about 50 Milliamperes

milliampere is one one7thousandth.of an ampere).

The reason for this restriction can again be thought of in terms

of the analogy with water. Imagine battery size as the size of a river

or creek. If too much water flows in a river, it will flood over its

banks and cause damage to the surrounding country side. The "AA" battery

can take a certain current.flow into it. If we attempt to charge the

"AA" battery with a much higher amperage than 50 milliamperes the

battery will have difficulty in keeping the electrical energy. This--
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energy will then "flood over the binks, causing the battery to heat up

and get warm. If the battery is allowed to get too hot for too long a

period.of time, it will be permanently damaged.

In the SunStor there are four small silicon cells put in series.

That is, he pOsitive ide of one cell is connected to the negative side

of the next cell, etc.

the others to produce a

Ih this way, the voltage of one Cell builds on

total voltage of about two (2) volts or greater.

The side of the silicon !cells used is such that our little module of

photovoltaic cells will Produce a current of about 100 milliamperes in

bright ,sunlight. Conseq4ently, we have a little solar system that

Capable of chargiig Me "AA" size nickle cadmium batteries that are in

parallel (i.e. side by side).

HOW DO I USE THE SUNSTOR SOLAR BATTERY CHARGER?

Charging Batteries,

When the battelies are inserted into the bat cry holder,

make sure that the positive ( ) terminal of,the batteries is

on the end of the holder ,that is painte' red. The negative.

(- ) end of the batteries should be at the end of the

battery-holder painted blue. Batteries tha are disch'arged

should be brought back to a2tate of full cha g- in about

two days of exposure to bright sunlight. If you do not

want to use your batteries right away, it will not hurt

them to leave them charging in the sunlight for several days.

The batteries will even receive a small rate'of charge if

s left in a brightly lit room. If you put
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yOur SunStor away in a drawer on other dark place, it is

recommended that the batteries be -removed from the'holder.

In darkness the batteries will discharge back through the

silicon cells at a very low rate (about 2 milliamperes) but

after many days this could lower the: harge on your batteries.

One final point - when you use the SunStor outside, make

sure the little solar module IA aimed at the Sun -or in a

generally Southern direction.

A St f the Sun Light

The SunStor can be used in conjunction with a wall light

bulb, the type used as panel lights with electronic equip-

'Mentv to make 'a crude but very simple device to visually

determine the amount of Sun present outdoors when you are

In a room or area with no win4oWs or view of the outside

-,,Put the SunStor in some accessible but secure location out

side in the sunlight. Make sure that you do not forget to

remove the batteries from the battery holder. Otherwise-,

the, small light bulb will burn brightly regardless of how

cloudy it may be.

Using "clip" leads, run two wires, one from the positive end

of the battery holder and one from the negative end, into

the room or location you will be in!. Use a type 48 or type

49 panel lamp with the appropriate base, and connect the

wires coming from he .SunStor to the lugs on the bulb base.

On a very sunny day the lamp will burn brightly. When clouds

pass in front of the Sun or the day is overcast, the bulb
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11 dim or even go out completely. After z bit o

practice, it ill be possible to maintain "contact ith the

real world outside" when you are-inside a room without

windows.

3. -Experiments in Energy Life-Style

ClverZ day one can collect a certain.ount of energy. This

energy Is stored In the batteries at a slow rate. When the

batteries are used the energy drawn from them may be done

much more quickly than it was put into them. It therefore

becomes an interesting study in how we use energy in our

lives to match up some tasks that use energy with how we get

g., hay long can we use a flashlight in which the

batteries were charged for one day in the Sun. can we invent

a "life-style" using the flashlight that will allow us to

do some necessary talcs throughout the day and still stay

within our n rgy budget. These tasks might be using the

flashlight to read a thermometer in a dark area a certain

number of times per day or use it, at night for a certain

period of time. If one does not apply energy conservation

techniques, he may find he does not have the battery

energy available when he needs it.
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A TEN CENT SOLA t HOT DOG .COOKER

BASIC MATERIALS YOU WILL NEED

I. Two pieces of heavy cardboard ( ke the side of a cardboard carton).

The first piece must be at least ten inches square and the. second

smaller piece must beat least four inches by five inches.

A piece of light vosterboard eight inches wide and sigteen inches

long.

Twelve inch wide aluminum foil (yew will use about 32 inches of

the - material).

Some masking tape.

ine inch long sticks about _6 inch in diameter. You may also

use lengths of heavy wire. .(You may find at.your :local grocery

store in the international food section small bamboo s4cks

,imported from Japan to make shish kebobs.
. -

sive and will do the job very well.)

6. Four one-inch long spreading brass brads.

A213
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NOW LET'S MAKE IT

Using a large coMpass or.a string and pencil,. lay out a ten

inch diameter circle on the larger piece f heavy cardboard.

Cut out this circle using a large sensors or asharp knife.

Draw a straight line (l "1") through the center pinhole

in the cardboard, (i.e., a line along the diameter of the

circle).

Mark off points at 2 -1/2 inches (hole "a") -and 371/4 inches

(holes "b") on either side of the centerpoint along the

straight line you just have drawn.

Draw a straight line (line #2) 3/4 inch on dne side ,of e

straight line through the center.

Draw a line that goes at right angles to the lines, you have

drawn and-tilt-a:ugh the center hole (line

Mark Off holes grad are 4-1/4'inch(holes on' line #2

from line #3,

7. Using an ice pick or other sharp instrument, punch out the

holes "a "b," and "c".

-Using a sharp knife, or razor blade, cut along line #_

that the cardboard circle is cut in half.

,Put the cardboard semicircles to one side now and get your

piece of posterboard. should already be eight inches

wide and,sixteen inches long.





Take .a- piece of aluminum foil that is about 18 inches long

(and, of course, welveinchaside).

1 Lay the shiny, side of the foil. down on the table and put 'the

piece of posterboard on top .of it center the bard so that

there is roughly an qual amount of fail sticking out on all

sides.

Fold the aluminum foil over thr posterboard so that the side

f the board facing down on the table will be foil covered.

Put a fek pieots of masking tape at the corners and along

the sides .to hold the foil securely in place.. Put the foils

covered posterboara to one side fora moment.

Take the two half circles of heavy'cardboard. These will be

the sides of the hot dog cooker. Hold them up for a ffloment

so. that you can see' how the holes line

Mark the sides the half circles that are do the outside

away-from4here the hot. og will be, With an "0" (fPr the

"outside," df course!).

/

15. Mark the other aides with an "1T" (you. guessed
...

"inside"!). I

,

I

l'

16. Get two more pieces of aluminum foils that are aboukt seven

se, again, twelve inches wide). Lay.

forfo

inches long (ofcou

one of the pikes down on the table,.sh ny side.,down, as

you did with the larger piece of fail.
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7. Put one of the half circles with the "r de) side down

onto the foil (the. PO" side will be up). Again, center the

piece of cardboard on the foil.

18. Fold the.foil over the cardboard and tape the roil to hold

it.

Make sure you find the "-

through the foil.

2O.r. Do the same thing with the o_ e_ half circle of cardboard

and "z" holes and poke the
71, .

so that it is'alsd-foil covered on the inside :'surface.

assembl.e.the back and sides -of the.cook4-

21 Lay the aluminumcovired posterboard d

the alumina i covered side u

22.

in the cable with

Take one of the aluminum-covered half circle Hold

that the aluminum - covered side faces towards the alumi-

f

nUm cover on the poSterboardi'apd also so that the outside

edge of the half circle (where it was cut along line 3)

lines 'up with theiedge of the posterboard._

23.-- Put a piece of tape from the posterboard to the cardboard'

so that the cardboard'halt circle stands up on the

aluminum overed,posterboArd,

roll circle along the edge of

the.alumindm-covered 'posterboard, putting a piece of tape

every two or so'inchee as you go., Make sure there is a snu

fit between the aluminum half, circle side,and the foil-

covered back pea e board.



STEP 25

ti

STEP 24

STEP 26



25. Con until the half circle (with the aluminum foil on

the inside) is attached to the aluminum.f i-c-v- poster

board. (This will make one end of a trough.)

Now attach the other foil- covered cardboard half circle,

with the aluminum-covered side factag in, to,complete the

trough. Use a similar technique as you did with the other

piece of cardboard using tape every two or so inches.

7. Put the trough to one side.

are almost done no

28. Take the small piece of heavy cardboard (four inches by five

-inche,')`and draw a line (line 4) down the center alcing the

five-inch length.

29. Draw a straight line one inch on. each side of line 4

(lihes (5).

39_ off points one-half inch and 1-5/8 inches along line 5

from one ;end of the cardboard (holes "d").

Punch holes "d" using an ice pick or sharp instrument.

I .

Using a.Shar-0 fe or razor blade, cut along line 4 so t at

you have\two, pieces of cardboard, each two by five inches.

Put two brass brads from the inside of the trough through
1

holes "b and "c", and through holes "d" on the two-inch by

five-inch piece of cardboard. Spread the brad so that the

rectanOlar piece of cardboard is securely attached to one

de of the cooker.



STEP 29

STEPS 31,32,33,34

STEP 30

STEPS 35,36,37
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34. Do the same thing on the other side of the cooker with the

These piece

remaining piece of two-inch by five-inch cardboard.

a

cardboard act as legs t_ p event the hot dog cooker

from just rolling around on the table.

OU ARE R Y TO START COKING!

35. Slide the

holes.

the outside in through one of the "a"'

36. Hold the hot dog so that as you slide the stick further in

through the "a" hole, you also put the stick through the

length of the hot dog.

37.. Continue until the stick is completely through the hot dog..

Then, put the stick about one-fourth inch through the other

"a" hole so that the stick and hot dog are supported at

both ends. Center e hot dog on the sti

In summer, stand the coOker so that the opening looks more

upward'and, if winter, turn the cooker over so that the

opening faces more do _excl.

Aim the hot dog cooke ward the sun. It will take about

45 minutes to one hour, and then HAPPY HOT DOG EATING!

Note: You can shorten you cooking time by stretching a

piece of clinging plastic wrap over the whole front of the

cooker after the hot dog is on the stick. This will keep

the hot dog from cooling down as the wind blows over it.

--
If you or your class come up with any special recipes using
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the cooker, please send a copy to the author so that he

can Let others know about it, giving proper credit. Thank

you. Enjoy solar cooking.
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TIONAL SOLAR HEATING ANO COOLING INFORMATION CENTER
P 0. BOX 1807 CALL TOLL FREE (800) 523.2929
RoCsviLLE.P.40 20E150 IN PENNSYLVANIA CALL ISM 402493

READING LIST FOR SOLAR EN GY

NON-TECHNICAL

THE BUY WISE GUIDE TO SOLAR HEAT...F-Hickok; Hour House, P. O. Box 40082, St. Petersburg FL
33743, 1976, 121 pp. $9.00. The consumer's guide to solar heating and cooling; what to
buy, what to do, what to beware of.

THE COMING AGE OF SOLAR ENER_ ..D. S. Halacy, Jr.; !Wiser 4 Row, Inc., New York NY 10022. 1973.
231 pp. $7.95. Interesting for its historical treatment of solar energy.

DIRECT USE OF THE SUN'S ENERGT...F. Daniels; Bellantine Bonks, Inc., Westminster MD 21157. 1964,
271 pp, $1.95. Covers all aspects-of solar energy research and Application; provides a
general introduction Co ,the subject:

HOMEOWNER'S GUIDE TO SOLAR HEATING AND COOLING..
17214, 1976. 196 pp, $4.95. Covers the basic
advice for consumers.

Foster; Tab Books, Blue Ridge Summit TA
heating along with practical

HIW TO BUILD A SOLAR HEATER...T. Lucas; Ward Ritchie Press,-Fasedena CA 91103, 1975, 236 pp, $4.95.
Guide to building and buying solar collectors. water heaters and pool heaters; includes list
if manufacturers, bibliography, and glossary.

SOLAR HOMES AND SUN HEATING...G. Daniels; Harper 6 Roar, Inc.. New York NY 10022, 1976, 178 pp,
$0.95. Practical guide on solar heating for the layman; presents a non - technical description of
basic principles, existing systems and techniques for construction and installation.

YOUR HOME'S SOLAR PUTENTIAL...I. Spetgans and M. Wells; Edmund Scientific Co., Barrington NJ
08007, 1976, 60 pp. 39.95. Contains do-it-yourself hoes survey to evaluate existing energy
utilization and to determine solar savings potential.

TECHNICAL

APPLICATIONS OF SOLAR ENERGY FOR HEATING AND COOLING OF BUILDINGS...R. C. Jirden and S. Y. H. Liu
(ads), ASHRAE (Sales Dept). 345 E. 47th St., Nev York NY 10017, 1977. 206 pp, 59.00.
Compilation of technical articles on the assessment. components. performance. and application
of solar energy for heating and cooling; includes references, charts and index.

APPLIED SOLAR ENERGY: AN INTRODUCTION...A. B. Maine' and M. P. Meisel; Addison - Wesley Publishing
Co.. Reading MA 01867, 1976, 651 pp, 517.95, Bisic textbook introduction to the theory of
solar energy; intended for college seniors or-graduate students.

SOLAR ENERGY THERMAL PROCESSES...J. A. Duffie and W. A. Beckman; John Wiley 4 Sons, Inc., New
'York NY 10016, 1974. 386 pp. 518.00. How to understand and predict the performance of solar
collectors and solar phototherms4 'papas for heating end cooling building,' and for heating
water and sir; comprehensive and coherent treatment for professionals, and especially for
engineers.

SOLAR HEATING AND COOLING: ENGINSEUNG, PRACTICAL. DESIGN, AND-ECONONIES.:.J. F. Kreider and
Kraith: Book Co., New York NY 10036, 1975, 342 pp, $24.75. Designed as holeto
handbook with sephasia:on economically feasible heating and cooling systems; contains
considerabli.tethniceL-detail and ostensive table' of refernOCe data

-

SOLAR HEATING SYSTEMS DESIGN NANDAL...Internatiosal Telephone & rolegraph Corporation.
Fluid Handling Division, 4711 Golf fd.. Skokie IL 60076, 1976, c100 pp, $2.50. fringe
together technical data, procedures. and designs) necessary to install cooler hydronic
heating ystem; haled on Syate0 installed at ITT's training facility in Marton Greys.



ARCHITECTURAL

DESIGNING AND BUILDING A SOLAR HOUSE...D. Watson; Garden Way Publishing, Charlotte VI: 05445,

1977, 240 pp. $8.95. Practical clearly-written book which covers all aspects of solar house

design, including siting, equipment, different types of systems, and costs.

SOLAR ENERGY AND BUILDINGS. V. Sxokolay; John Wiley & Sons, New York NY 10016, 1975, 148 pp,

$18.50. Provides a conceptual understanding of the problems and solutions of solar energy;

contains an illustrated architectural review of "solar houses" including plans and performance

data.

SOLAR ENERGY: FLENDAKENTALS IN BUILDING DESIGN.. Anderson; McGraw Hill Book Co., New York NY

10036, 1977, 374 pp. 521.50. More technical version of the Home Book; designed for

architects and building professionals.

SOLAR HEATED BUILDINGS: A BRIEF SURVEY (13th edition)...W. A. Shurcliff; 19 Appleton St.,

Cambridge MA 02138, 1977, 306 pp, $11.00 prepaid. Contains descriptions of 319 buildings

which are partially or fully solar heated; includes buildings that did exist, do exist or

are expected to exist very soon. Permits comparison of characteristics and performances

of a Wide variety of solar heated buildings.

SOLAR HOME BOOK...B. Anderson and M. Riordan: Cheshire Books, Harrisville NH 03450, 1976, 297 pp.

$7.50. Covers various aspectrof*olar home heating including architectural, direct and

indirect system*, do-it-yourself solar water heating, retrofitting and social and cultural

implications.

SOLAR PRIMER ONE...5. Carlson; SOLARC, Whittier CA 90607,,1975, 101 pp. $8.75. Written by

architects; presents basic solar applications and building design with discussions of

collectors, structure, hest itansfer, storage and total heating and cooling systems.

SUN-EARTH...R. L. Crowther. et al; Crowther/Solar Group, Denver CO 80206, 1976, 232 pp, $12.95.

A survey of architecture and its relation to the natural environment; presents cost effective

concepts for use of free natural energy sources in,homes and other buildings.

GENERAL ENERGY

ENERGY FOR SURV/VAL...W.,Clark; Doubleday & Co., Inc., New York NY 11530, 1974, 652 pp. $4.95.

Energy sourcos'in the past, present, and prospects for the future; major section on solar

energy; extensive information sources and guide to sources.

ENERGY BOOK I 1 and 12 : NATURAL SOURCES AND BACKYARD APPLICATIONS...J. Prenis (ed); Running

Press, Philadelphia PA 19103, 1975, 112 pp, $4.00. (BOOK I/ 2 - 1977, 125 pp, 55.00.)

Review of possible alternative sources,of energy; short descriptions of different ideas and

disigna.

HOME ENERGY HOW-TO...A. J. Hand; Harper 41 Row, Hew York NY 10022, 1977, 258 pp. 59.95. Complete

guide to saving and producing home energy.

HOMEOWNERS GUIDE TO SAVING ENERGY. L. Price and J. T. Price; Tab Books, Blue Ridge Summit PA

18214. 1976, 288 pp, $5.95. How to save money on home heating, cooling, appliance and

electricity coots.

LOW -COST ENERGY - EFFICIENT SHELTER FOR THE OWNER AND BUILDER...E. ECt (ed); Rodale Press, Inc.,

Emeaus,PA 18049, 1976, 408 pp, 55.95. CoVers the belies Involved in owning and building an

energy-efficient home; includes solar applications.

OTHER HOMO AND OAIRSAM. DESIGN FOR SELF-SUFFICIENT LIVING...j. Lecki it al; Chas. Scribner's

Sons, New York NY 10017, 1975, 302 pp. $9.95. Practical approach for constructing solar pane

and ovene.'es well et vindmills,'and water wheels; emphasizes renewable energy sources.

TEE POVERTY 0? POWER: ENERGY AND THE ECONOMIC CRISIS...O. Commoner; A. Knopf. New York NY 10022,

1974, 320 pp. $8.95. 'The energy crisis ae seen by an environmentalist; covirs=eovernment

and industrial opposition to alternative.energy sources and' recommendations for the:future.



DIRECTORIES

INFORMAL DIRECTORY OF THE ORGA NIZATIONS AND PEOPLE INVOLVED IN THE SOLAR HEATING OF BUILDINGS
(3rd ediiion)...W. A. shurcliff; 19 Appleton Sr.. Cambridge MA 02138, 1976, 178 pp. $9.00.
Selective coverage of institutions and individuals involved in all aspectsf solar heating
of buildings; main emphasis is on U.S., but some foreign groups are included.

SOLAR DIRECTORY...C. Pesko (ed); Ann Arbor Science Publishers, Inc., Ann Arbor MI 48106, 1975,
$20.00. An overall guide to solar energy activity, O. S. and foreign; covers information
services, manufacturers, distributors, research activities, projects and includes a bibliography.

SOLAR ENERGY AND RESEARCH DIRECTORY.,.Ann Arbor Science Publishers, Inc
1977, $22.50. Comprehensive directory of all types of companies inv
of solar energy technology.

Ann Arbor MI 48106,
ved in various aspects

SOLAR ENERGY SOURCE BOOK...C. W. Martz (ed); Solar Energy Institute of America, P. O. Box 9352.
Washington DC 20005. 1977. 712 pp, $12.00. Loose-leaf guide to manufacturers and
organizations; periodic updates provided to members.

SOLAR UPDATE...Environment Information Center, 124 E. 39th St. 'York NY 10016, 1977, $25.00.
de to information sources in solar energy.

SOLAR UTILIZATIONS NEWS. Alternate Energy Institute, P. O. Box 3100, Estes Park CO 80517, Monthly,
$8.00 /yr. Covers regional developments, publications and meetings.

SOLAR INDUSTRY INDEX...Solar Energy Industries Association, 1001 Connecticut Ave., NW, Ste. 632,
Washington DC 20036, 1977, 381 pp. $8.00 $2.00 Mailing. Comprehensive guide to manufacturers
and service organizations; also inclUdes chapter on operations and economics of solar systems.

PERIODICALS

ALTERNATIVE SOURCES OF ENERGY. Alternate Sources ofiEnergy. Inc., Route 2, Box 90A, Elilaca 'MN
56353. Quarterly, $10.00/yr. .Combination of articles, columns and feafureson many aspects
of energy alternatives; serves as a c1earinghouse for exchange of ideas and technologies.

THE MOTHER EARTH NEWS. The Mother Earth News, Inc., 105 Stoney Mountain Road, Hendersonville NC
28739. Bi-monthly, $10.00,Yr. Down -to -earth descriptions-of peoples' experienCes with
alternative lifestyles, ecology and energy; source for what is happening in energy at the
grass roots level.

SOLAR AGE. Solar Vision. Inc. 200 E. Main St., Port Jervis NY 12771, Monthly, *20.00/yr.
Brief articles on developments in solar energy applications, with emphasis on solar heating
and cooling.

SOLAR ENERGY. Pergamon Pre Inc. Maxwell House, Fairview Park, Elmsford NY 10523, Bi-monthly,
5100.00/yr. (Included with membership in International Solar Energy Society - '$20.00)
Contains scientific and engineering papers on all aspects of solar energy and technology,
theory, and applications.

SOLAR ENERGY DIGEST. CWO-4 W. B. Edmondson. P. O. Box 17;776, San Diego CA 92117, Monthly,
528.50. Concise summaries of solar energy developments, on-going research and publications,
both U. S. and foreign.

SOLAR ENERGY INTELLIGENCE REPORT. !Wetness Publishers, Inc. P. 0, Box 1067, Silv Spring MD
20910, Si-weekly, $90.00. Covers t he Washington beat in energy; also new d velopments,
markets, meetings.

SOLAR ENGINEERING. Solar Engineering Publiehire, IOC., 8435 N. Stisepon, Freeway, Suite 880,
Dallas TX 15247, Monthly, $15.00/yr. Short(1-3 Mee ) deScriptiots of activities nd
developments in the field of solar energy, particularly_ n the private sector and iks the U.S..

SOLAR HEATING & COOLING. Gordon Publications, Pi 0.- Box 21261, Morristown NJ 07960,'
$6.00 /yr. Short articles on solar heating and cooling issues, developme and

equipment. . :Oriented "to builder'. developers, and menufeetUrees.
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BUYING SOLAR...Federal Energy Administration; Stock No. 041 =018 - 00120 -4. GPO, June 1976, 71 pp.

$1.55. Guide to factors a homeowner should consider when buying solar systems.

A DESCRIPTIVE SUMMARY OF H.U.D. SOLAR RESIDENTIAL DEMONSTRATIONS. CYCLE 2. Fall 1976...

ALA Research Corporation; Stock Na. 023-00000389-9, G40..1977, 103 pp. 52.30. Describes

solar grant projects selected from the second cycle grant applications in the HUD solar

heating And cooling demonstration program; includes drawings of buildings and solar systems.

ERDA'S PACIFIC REGIONAL SOLAR HEATING KANDROOK...Lo; Alamos Scientific Laboratory; Stock No.

060-0000024-7, GPO, Nov. 1976, 108 pp, $3.25. Guide for engineers, architects, and individuals'

familiar with heating and ventilating applications who wish to design a solar heating system

for buildings in the Pacific Coast Region; basic concepts are useful in other regions.

HOME MORTGAGE LENDING AND SOLAR ENERGY...D. Barrett et al; Stock No. 023-000-00387-2, GPO. 1977,

31 pp. $1.40. Rssults of s series of interviews with mortgage loan officers at financial

institutions in NevEngland;,main focus was on mortgage financing for new housing with solar

energy space heating systems.

H.U.D. INTERMEDIATE MUM (UM PROPERTY STANDARDS SUPPLEMENT: SOLAR HEATING AND DOMESTIC HOT WATER

SYSTEMSOrder No. 4930-2, GPO, 1977% $12.00 (includes updates). Contains solar requirements

and standards applicable to one and two family dwellings, multifamily housing, and nursing

homes and intermediste care fatiIities.

NATIONAL PROGRAM FOR SOLAR HEATING AND COOLING OF BUILDINGS...Energy Research and Development

Administration; Stock No. 060-000-00043-3, GPO, 1976,=84 pp. $1.55. Reflects results of

continuing assessment of the Program during 1976-.

NATIONAL PROGRAM FOR SOLAR pEATING AND COOLING OF BUILDINGS: PROJECT DATA SUMMARIES, Vo

COMMERCIAL AND RESIDENTIAL DEMONSTRATIONS, Stock No. 060-000-00012-3, 1976, 163 pp. $2.3

Vol. 2 - DEMONSTRATION SUPPORT, Stock No. 060-000-00042-5,1976. 61 pp. $1.25; Vol. 3 -

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT, Stock No. 060-000-00018-2, 1976, 99 pp, $1.90...Systems Concultants,

Inc.; GPO, 1976. Brief abstracts of projects funded by ERDA and conducted under the National

Program for. Solar Heating and Cooling °E.:Buildings through July 1976. Vol. 2 reports on

development support for the demonstration ptogram and Vol. 3 describes all research and

development projects in the areas of collectors, thermal energy storage, solar heat pumps,

solar cooling systems and controls.

SOLAR DWELLING DESIGN CONCEPTS...ALA Research Corporation: Stock No, 023-000-00334-1, GPO,

May 1976. 136 pp. $2.30. Discusses all facets of the design and siting of housing intended

to be heated by the sun; also includes discussion of the impact of solar energy utilization

on traditional dwelling design.

SOLAR ENERGY AN AMERICA'S FUTURE: A PRELIMINARY ASSESSMENT...Energy Research and Development

AdMinistration; Stock No. 060-00000051-4, GPO, March 1977,.104 pp, 52.00. Documents a

Stanford Research Institute study of the potential roles that solar.energy technologies

could have for.meecine U.S. energy needs over the next 45 years.

SOLAR HEATING AND COOLING DEMONSTRATION: A DESCRIPTIVE SUMMARY OF HUD SOLAR RESIDENTIAL

DEMCMSTIATIONS, CYCLE 1...AIA Research Corporation; Stock No. 023-000-003p-4. GPO, 1976.

59 pp. 51.15. Project summaries of 53 projects in the first cycle of residential demonstration

awards. Each dieseription includes background and climatic'data, a brief discussion of the

dwelling's physical characteristics andene-- :on ervation feature., and information on the

components of the solar energy systeM.

The publieacions on this page are available from GPO. They can be

obtained by writing:. Superintendent of Documents, Government Printing

Office.'Weehington, DC 20402. The other materials are NOT available
through the,Netional Solar Heating and Cooling Information Center. .

They can be obtained by contacting the publishers. bookstores or.
local libraries. ,
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